Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
June 28, 2007
10:00 AM
Current Situation
Smoke from the Madison Arm fire just outside of West Yellowstone is severely
impacting the city this morning. Smoke levels started to build about midnight and have
reached VERY UNHEALTHY levels as of 11 am this morning. Smoke impacts at this
level are associated with significant aggravation of heart and lung disease and premature
mortality in persons in a challenged health status. People with respiratory or heart
problems, the very young and the elderly should avoid any outdoor activity until
conditions improve and the general public should avoid prolonged exertion. The smoke
level in West Yellowstone is expected to improve later today but rebuild again overnight.
See the forecast below for details. Residents in areas with nearby fires should pay
attention to current conditions and use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine
smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed
smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights
satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 10:00 AM June 28, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since
midnight of the date above at reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS
West Yellowstone T1, T8

VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE
T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
( http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp ) to evaluate possible
health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Winds are expected to increase from the southwest later today in the West Yellowstone
area. The increasing winds and higher mixing heights as the day heats up should provide
significant improvement in the smoke level for areas that are not immediately downwind
of the active fire this afternoon. Visibility impacts along highways in the area could be a
problem for traffic as far north as Big Sky. Conditions could become poor again tonight
as an inversion traps the smoke and holds it close to the ground. The actual levels tonight

will be a function of the fire activity levels later this afternoon and evening during the
active phase of this fire. Residents near active fires need to remain aware of current
conditions and use the visibility guidelines
( http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp ) to guide their activity
decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Forest Fire Smoke Impacts West Yellowstone Thursday June 28, 2007 11am
Smoke from the Madison Arm fire just outside of West Yellowstone is severely
impacting the city this morning. Smoke levels started to build about midnight and have
reached VERY UNHEALTHY levels as of 11 am this morning. Smoke impacts at this
level are associated with significant aggravation of heart and lung disease and premature
mortality in persons in a challenged health status. People with respiratory or heart
problems, the very young and the elderly should avoid any outdoor activity until
conditions improve and the general public should avoid prolonged exertion. Residents of
the West Yellowstone area can check current conditions at the MDEQ website:
Winds are expected to increase from the southwest later today in the West Yellowstone
area. The increasing winds and higher mixing heights as the day heats up should provide
significant improvement in the smoke level for areas that are not immediately downwind
of the active fire this afternoon. Conditions could become poor again tonight as an
inversion traps the smoke and holds it close to the ground. The actual levels tonight will
be a function of the fire activity levels later this afternoon and evening during the active
phase of this fire. Residents of the area that do not have access to the DEQ website
should use the visibility guide below to assess their situation.
Visibility Ranges Used to Determine
Health Effect Categories
Visibility Range
10 miles and up

Health Effect Category
Good

6 miles to 9 miles Moderate
3 miles to 5 miles Unhealthy For Sensitive
Groups
1.5 to 2.5 miles

Unhealthy

0.9 to 1.4 miles

Very Unhealthy

0.8 miles or less

Hazardous

The procedure for making personal observation to determine the forest fire smoke index value for
local areas without National Weather Station (NWS) or Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
monitors is:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Face away from the sun.
Determine the limit of your visible range by looking for targets
at known distances (miles).
Visible range is that point at which even high contrast objects
totally disappear.
Use the values above to determine the local forest fire smoke
category.

More information is available at the DEQ Fire and Smoke website:
http://www.deq.mt.gov/FireUpdates/index.asp
John Coefield
Meteorologist
MDEQ

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
June 29, 2007
10:00 AM
Current Situation
Smoke from the Madison Arm fire just outside of West Yellowstone has re-entered the
city this morning but is not as bad as yesterday. Currently, West Yellowstone is at the
UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE level. This is expected to reach UNHEALTHY for an
hour or so before higher mixing heights and increased winds move the smoke out of town
again this afternoon. Smoke levels downwind of the fire are expected to stay at
UNHEALTHY or worse throughout the day. See the forecast below for details. There is
quite a lot of general haze over the rest of the state and visual ranges are down to 20 to 30
miles in many areas but health effects are not a problem under those conditions.
Residents in areas with nearby fires should pay attention to current conditions and use the
VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 10:00 AM June 29, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since
midnight of the date above at reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS

VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
West Yellowstone T1, T8

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Southwest winds are expected again today and tonight in the West Yellowstone area.
This will keep most of the smoke out of town and levels there should improve greatly by
early afternoon. Visibility impacts along highways in the area could be a problem for
traffic as far north as Big Sky. Conditions could become poor again tomorrow morning
as an inversion traps the smoke and holds it close to the ground. The actual levels will be
a function of the fire activity levels later this afternoon and evening during the active
phase of this fire. A weak frontal passage is forecast through the area Saturday afternoon
and wind from the north could drive substantial amounts of smoke into town when that
occurs. Residents near active fires need to remain aware of current conditions and use
the visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
June 30, 2007
9:00 AM
Current Situation
Smoke levels in West Yellowstone are at GOOD conditions so far this morning as light
southwest winds have kept the smoke out of town. Substantially reduced fire activity
yesterday due to favorable weather conditions and aggressive suppression has limited the
smoke production as well. North winds and potentially severe thunderstorm conditions
are still on tap for today and that will challenge the suppression crews and potentially
drive smoke in town later today. Smoke levels downwind of the fire are expected to stay
at UNHEALTHY or worse today. See the forecast below for details. Residents in areas
with nearby fires should pay attention to current conditions and use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 9:00 AM June 30, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since
midnight of the date above at reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS

VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp to evaluate possible health
risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
North winds are still forecast into the West Yellowstone area later today. This could
result in very intense smoke conditions south of the Madison Arm fire for a few hours
before the overall southwest flow reestablishes itself later tonight. There is a potential for
severe thunderstorms in the area which could produce strong and erratic wind conditions
for a few hours. Residents near active fires need to remain aware of current conditions
and use the visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp to guide their activity
decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 1, 2007
9:00 AM
Current Situation
Smoke levels in West Yellowstone are at GOOD conditions this morning as crews
continue to keep the fire contained and smoke production is minimal. The rest of the
state looks clear as well. Hot and dry weather and a chance of thunderstorms will
continue to produce scattered fire starts but with no large fires, smoke conditions are not
expected to be more than a local problem today. See the forecast below for details.
Residents in areas with nearby fires should pay attention to current conditions and use the
VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke

is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 9:00 AM July 1, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since
midnight of the date above at reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE
T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp to evaluate possible health
risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Clear skies are expected today. Southwest winds aloft will continue to produce a few
scattered thunderstorms that will likely result in local fire starts due to lightning. There
are no big fires upwind of most of Montana and smoke problems are only expected in
very localized areas. Residents near active fires need to remain aware of current
conditions and use the visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist, Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 6,7,8 2007
2:00 PM Friday July 6
Current Situation
There is a lot of residual smoke aloft today from the big plume the Fool Creek fire in the
Bob Marshall Wilderness west of Choteau put up last night. The smoke came late
enough in the day that it stayed aloft by the time it reached the edge of the Wilderness
and surface level impacts outside of the Wilderness have not been a problem today.
There was a lot of smoke trapped in the valley of the North Fork of the Sun River this
morning and conditions there were likely UNHEALTHY or worse. Some smoke will
likely mix down over central and eastern Montana this afternoon and be noticeable but
mostly the only impact will be the hazy sky. This fire has the potential to put up a lot of
smoke the next few days, depending on what the weather conditions dictate. See the
forecast below for likely areas of impact over the weekend. This web site will not be
updated until Monday July 9. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable
smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in
their area and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 2 PM July 6, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS

VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Hot, mostly dry and windy conditions are expected today along with some scattered
thunderstorms. Plumes from fires this afternoon will likely head northeast and then
switch around to the east and then southeast Saturday afternoon. Some east winds are
forecast during the Sunday time period and that has historically produced big buildups of

smoke against the front range when fire activity levels are high. Right now there are no
big fires upwind of Montana and most smoke problems are expected to be local.
Residents near active fires need to remain aware of current conditions and use the
visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Jcoefield@mt.gov

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 13, 2007
10:00 AM Friday, July 13
Current Situation
Hazy sky is the rule over much of the state today as smoke aloft from fires in Washington, Oregon, and
Idaho has started to work its way across the Treasure State. There are some local impacts from the fires in
the Bob Marshall Wilderness but so far impacts have been limited to the areas immediately adjacent to the
fires. Some of the smoke aloft may mix down later this morning for some temporary MODERATE
conditions but unless the fire activity ramps up Montana should be OK for the next few days. See the
forecast below for details. This web site will not be updated before Monday July 16 unless condition
warrant. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana and the
smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite
coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is exaggerated for
visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from several
different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors,
and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to
MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 2 PM July 13, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE
T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some or all of the
advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp to evaluate possible health risks and make
informed activity decisions.

Forecast
The weekend will be hot and mostly dry with a few scattered thunderstorms. The high pressure ridge will
be just about centered over the state which will limit dispersion and transport winds. The smoke should
mostly remain aloft with some temporary surface impacts in the late mornings as the mixing height reaches
the smoke level aloft. Smoke from the areas west and southwest of Montana will be impacting the state
through the weekend. If we get some substantial fire activity locally, smoke conditions could become a
problem quickly with the elevated background conditions. Residents near active fires need to remain aware
of current conditions and use the visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp to guide their activity decisions as the
situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Jcoefield@mt.gov

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 16 2007
10:00 AM Monday July 16
Current Situation
MODERATE levels of smoke are impacting much of western Montana. Kalispell, Missoula,
Hamilton Butte, and Choueau are all currently seeing smoke at that level. The smoke levels
should improve later this morning but will likely creep up again late in the afternoon or evening.
Other areas that only have haze to deal with could see increased levels of smoke at the surface
for a few hours. See the forecast below for details. Smoke conditions near the active fires in
Montana are expected to be UNHEALTHY or worse. Residents near active fires or experiencing
noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in
their area and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke is
based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is exaggerated
for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from
several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, NWS ASOS
visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information
to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 10 AM July 16, 2007

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since
midnight of the date above at reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS

VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Kalispell T24
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Choteau T8

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some or all of
the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Smoke will continue to drift up into western Montana along with a southerly flow aloft today.
Winds should remain pretty light today so dispersion will be limited and little net transport of
smoke out of the state will occur under the high pressure ridge aloft. Smoke levels in western
Montana will likely increase for the next 24 hours after a brief improvement this afternoon as the
mixing height grows. The smoke aloft will mix down to the surface for few hours later this
morning and some areas will see a temporary increase in particulate levels for a few hours then.
Smoke impacts in the areas downwind of local fires are expected to be UNHEALTHY or worse.
Residents near active fires need to remain aware of current conditions and use the visibility
guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Jcoefield@mt.gov

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 17 2007
10:00 AM Tuesday July 17
Current Situation
There is a lot of smoke visible between the clouds on this mornings Satellite photo.
Smoke from Oregon, Idaho and Washington has rounded the ridge to the west and
pushed into western Montana yesterday. East winds are keeping the smoke in the area
and for the day and Whitefish, Kalispell, Polson and Ronan are all listed at
UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE on this morning’s report as persistent haze has raised
the 24 hour averages into the first health advisory range. MODERATE smoke conditions
are being reported in Libby, Missoula and Cut Bank at this time. The rest of the state will
be seeing hazy sky for the rest of the day and may experience noticeable smoke at the
surface for a few hours later in the day as the smoke mixes down. See the forecast below
for details. Smoke conditions near the active fires in Montana are expected to be
UNHEALTHY or worse. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke
levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area
and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 10 AM July 17, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since
midnight of the date above at reporting stations.
T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
HAZARDOUS

VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Polson (est)
Ronan T24

MODERATE

Libby T24
Missoula T24
Cut Bank Vis(1)

http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
There will very little overall transport of smoke today as light easterly winds in many
areas will keep the smoke anchored over the mountains today. Mixing heights will be
very high this afternoon with good instability and scattered thunderstorms providing
excellent dispersion and most areas in the smoke today should see substantially lower
particulate levels this afternoon unless they happen to be downwind of any local
significant fire activity. The smoke aloft will mix down to the surface for few hours later
this morning and some areas will see a temporary increase in particulate levels for a few
hours then. Stronger winds from the south are forecast for tomorrow and that will bring
warmer temperatures and increased fire activity. Areas to the north of the active fires
zones in the state could see high levels of smoke tomorrow. This would include the Butte
and Helena areas and the Rocky Mountain Front from Chouteau north to the Canadian
border. Residents near active fires need to remain aware of current conditions and use
the visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Jcoefield@mt.gov

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 18 2007
10:00 AM Wednesday July 18
Current Situation
There is still a lot of smoke visible aloft over western Montana on this morning’s Satellite
photo but the sky is clearer many areas than it was yesterday thanks to widespread
thunderstorms that are still working there way out of the state at this time. Southerly
flow aloft has continued to push smoke from fires in Idaho and Oregon into western
Montana and MODERATE smoke levels are still present in Libby, Whitefish, and
Kalispell. These areas should see improved conditions later this morning as the mixing
height rises. Hot dry winds from the south will start this afternoon and continue through
Thursday, this will continue to push smoke into western Montana and may increase fire
activity levels enough to transport smoke into other areas. See the forecast below for
details. Smoke conditions near the active fires in Montana are expected to be
UNHEALTHY or worse. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke
levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area
and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 10 AM July 18, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS

VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Libby T24
Whitefish T8
Kalispell T8

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Southerly winds aloft and at the surface will continue to push smoke into western
Montana today. Smoke from the Pattengail Creek fire northeast of Wisdom could impact
the Anaconda-Butte-Helena area later this afternoon and evening if the fire there takes off
this afternoon. Smoke from the fires in the Bob Marshall Wilderness could impact
communities along the Front Range from Choteau to Browning. Dispersion this
afternoon should be excellent with high mixing heights and moderate to strong winds.
This will improve conditions at the surface in those areas currently seeing MODERATE
levels of residual smoke but may mix some of the smoke aloft down to other areas for
some temporary impacts there. Areas downwind of active fires could see significant
impacts if fire levels increase dramatically. With the excellent mixing the plumes will
mix down to the surface miles downwind of the fires. Residents near active fires need to
remain aware of current conditions and use the visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Jcoefield@mt.gov

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 19 2007
10:00 AM Thursday
Current Situation
Smoke aloft continues to stream into the western half of Montana this morning from the
south. There is also a noticeable band of smoke across north central Montana that is
pushing north into Canada. This has produced a lot of haze but with the exception of
MODERATE condition in Butte, surface impacts have not been a problem so far. Some
impacts are expected later today as a hot dry air mass pushes into the state from the
southwest. See the forecast below for details. Smoke conditions near the active fires in
Montana are expected to be UNHEALTHY or worse. Residents near active fires or
experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to
determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 10 AM July 19, 2007

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS

VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
Butte T8
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Hot and dry air will continue to push into the state from the southwest for the next couple
of days. This will keep the state downwind of many of the fires in southern Idaho,
Nevada and Utah. It is also likely to increase local impacts from the fires in the state as
the low humidity and winds may cause some fires to increase dramatically. Red Flag
warnings for hot, dry, and windy conditions have been posted for parts of southwest
Montana today. Smoke from the Pattengail Creek fire northeast of Wisdom could impact
the Anaconda-Butte-Helena area later this afternoon and evening if the fire there takes off
this afternoon. Smoke from the fires in the Bob Marshall Wilderness could impact
communities along the Front Range from Choteau to Browning. Dispersion this
afternoon should be excellent with high mixing heights and moderate to strong winds.
This may mix some of the smoke aloft down for some temporary impacts under the
thickest part of the plume. Areas downwind of active fires could see significant impacts
if fire levels increase dramatically. With the excellent mixing the plumes will mix down
to the surface miles downwind of the fires. Residents near active fires need to remain
aware of current conditions and use the visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Jcoefield@mt.gov

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 20 2007
10:00 AM Friday
Current Situation
Smoky skies are the rule this morning with smoke streaming north from fires in Oregon,
Idaho and Utah across the Big Sky state and into Canada. MODERATE levels are
present at the surface at several reporting stations including Missoula, Hamilton, Helena
and Butte. UNHEALTHY levels are worse are expected in the vicinity of the active fires
this morning. More smoke will mix down to the surface later this morning and increase
fire activity this afternoon will drive smoke into communities downwind of the local fires
as well. See the forecast below for details. Residents near active fires or experiencing
noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke
levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 10 AM July 20, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS

VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Helena T24
Butte T8

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
More hot and dry air from the south will continue to push into the state today. Overall
upper transport winds will stay from the south-southwest throughout the day and smoke
from Idaho, Oregon and Utah will continue to provide hazy skies and smoke aloft
throughout the state for the rest of the day. Some of that smoke will mix down to the
surface later this morning for some temporarily noticeable surface impacts under the
thickest parts of the plume aloft. Local impacts from the active fires in the state will also
be of concern today. Low speed lower level winds will start out from the north early this
morning, sending smoke in Helena from the Wolf Creek fires and the fires in the Bob
Marshall wilderness. These winds will switch to the west in North Central Montana this
afternoon sending smoke out into the Front Range area and into Great Falls. Winds in
Helena should switch around to the south this afternoon and surface impacts there should
improve after noon. Dispersion this afternoon will be excellent with high mixing heights
and moderate to strong winds. This should prevent any buildup of smoke but local
impacts are still likely. Smoke from the Pattengail Creek fire northeast of Wisdom could
impact the Anaconda-Butte-Helena area later this afternoon and evening if the fire there
takes off this afternoon. Areas downwind of active fires could see significant impacts if
fire levels increase dramatically. With the excellent mixing the plumes will mix down to
the surface miles downwind of the fires. Residents near active fires need to remain aware
of current conditions and use the visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Jcoefield@mt.gov

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 21 2007
10:00 AM Saturday
Current Situation
Smoke from fires in Idaho continues to impact Montana under a southwest flow aloft.
MODERATE levels are present at the surface at several reporting stations including
Missoula, Hamilton, Helena and Butte. Hamilton was at UNHEALTY FOR SENSITIVE
for several last evening. UNHEALTHY levels are worse are expected in the vicinity of
the active fires this morning. More smoke will mix down to the surface later this
morning and increased fire activity this afternoon will drive smoke into communities
downwind of the local fires as well. See the forecast below for details. Residents near
active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 10 AM July 21, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS

VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Missoula T24
Hamilton T8
Helena T24
Butte T8
One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Transport winds are switching around to the southwest today and strong surface winds
from west are forecast in most areas. This will continue to push smoke into the Bitterroot
Valley and southwestern Montana. Smoke from the fires in Idaho will be pouring into
that area this evening as the fires heat up and the plumes head this way. There will be a
lot of hazy sky for the rest of the state as well as residual smoke aloft blankets most of the
area. Some of that smoke will mix down to the surface later this morning for some
temporarily noticeable surface impacts under the thickest parts of the plume aloft. Local
impacts from the active fires in the state will also be of concern today. Strong westerly
winds at the surface are forecast over most of the fires in the state and that will likely
push smoke into an area from Wolf Creek north to Shelby including all of the Front
Range area and Great Falls. Gershwin fans attending the Symphony Under the Stars in
Helena tonight should see a dramatic sunset with a few scattered thunderstorms as the
music begins. Dispersion this afternoon will be excellent with high mixing heights and
moderate to strong winds. This should prevent any buildup of smoke but local impacts
are still likely. Smoke from the Pattengail Creek fire northeast of Wisdom could impact
the Anaconda-Butte-Helena area later this afternoon and evening if the fire there takes off
this afternoon. Areas downwind of active fires could see significant impacts if fire levels
increase dramatically. With the excellent mixing the plumes will mix down to the
surface miles downwind of the fires. Residents near active fires need to remain aware of
current conditions and use the visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Jcoefield@mt.gov

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 22 2007
10:00 AM Sunday
Current Situation
There is a huge plume of smoke aloft easily visible on this morning’s satellite photo. The
smoke was produced yesterday afternoon and evening in Idaho where well over 10,000
acres were burned yesterday. The plume is slowly moving up into Canada and North
Dakota as it rotates over the top of a massive ridge of high pressure centered over the
state. Residual smoke from the passage of the smoke aloft is lingering in the valleys of
western and southwestern Montana. UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE conditions are
currently impacting Hamilton and Butte while MODERATE conditions are currently
impacting Missoula, Helena, Dillon, Great Falls and the surrounding areas. There is also
some local smoke near the active fires in the state and UNHEALTHY levels are worse
are expected there. More smoke will mix down to the surface later this morning, and
increased fire activity this afternoon will drive smoke into communities downwind of the
local fires as well. See the forecast below for details. Residents near active fires or
experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to
determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke

is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 10 AM July 22, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS

VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Butte T8
Hamilton T8

Missoula T8
Helena T8
Great Falls Vis(1)
Dillon Vis(4)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
The plume aloft will be very slowly moving off throughout the day and areas of Eastern
and Northeastern Montana will see noticeable impacts at the surface under the plume as
the day heats up and the mixing height reaches the smoke layer. Intense but temporary
impacts are likely under the thickest parts of the smoke aloft. Southwest flow along the
western border of the state will continue to feed smoke into western and southwestern
Montana today and this afternoon. Conditions there will continue to degrade for a few
hours this morning but should improve significantly by this afternoon as the dispersion
will be pretty good with high mixing heights for a few hours. Later this afternoon and
into the evening, more smoke is expected and smoke levels will rise again. Hazy sky
conditions will impact all of the state except for the northwestern corner of the state.
Local impacts from the active fires in the state will also be of concern today. Poor
dispersion for most of the day and light winds will keep the smoke impacts limited to the
immediate vicinity of the active fires and conditions in those areas could be very poor.
Areas downwind of active fires could see significant impacts if fire levels increase
dramatically. Residents near active fires need to remain aware of current conditions and
use the visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Jcoefield@mt.gov

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 23 2007
10:00 AM Monday
Current Situation
There is another large plume of smoke aloft easily visible on this morning’s satellite
photo. The smoke was produced yesterday afternoon and evening in Idaho and Montana
where when well over 30,000 acres were burned. The plume is slowly moving up into
Canada and North Dakota as it rotates over the top of a massive ridge of high pressure
centered over the state. Residual smoke from the passage of the smoke aloft is lingering
in the valleys of western and southwestern Montana. UNHEALTHY conditions are
currently impacting Butte while MODERATE conditions are present in Kalispell,
Missoula, Hamilton, Helen and Bozeman. Hamilton slipped into the UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE range for several hours last evening. Smoke from the Ahorm fire west
of Augusta has settled into the valleys of the upper part of the Sun River, Gibson
Reservoir, and Benchmark areas this morning and conditions there are expected to be
UNHEALTHY or worse. It also looks very smoky in the Gates of the Mountains area due
to smoke from the Meriwether fire. More smoke will mix down to the surface later this
morning, and increased fire activity this afternoon will drive smoke into communities
downwind of the local fires as well. See the forecast below for details. Residents near
active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Visible Satellite Photo July 23, 2007 8PM MDT
This photo from last night shows the dramatic plumes from the fires in Montana and
Idaho that have left all of the smoke aloft this morning.

MODIS Sunday July 22nd photograph at about 2:30 p.m.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 10 AM July 23, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since
midnight of the date above at reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
Butte T24

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Kalispell T8
Missoula T8
Hamilton T8
Helena T8
Bozeman Vis(1)
West Yellowstone T24

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
The plume aloft will be very slowly moving off throughout the day and areas of eastern
and northeastern Montana will see noticeable impacts at the surface under the plume as
the day heats up and the mixing height reaches the smoke layer. Intense but temporary
impacts are likely under the thickest parts of the smoke aloft. Clouds are starting to move
into southwest Montana along with the smoke as more moisture become available for
convective activity. This may help clear the Bitterroot and Missoula valleys somewhat
later this afternoon. There will still be lots of smoke but we should get some particulate

scavenging in the cloud layer. It will be another hot day with very high mixing heights so
most areas will see lower particulate levels during the hottest part of the day. Smoke will
settle in again this evening in many areas of western and central Montana. The rest of the
state will see very hazy sky for the rest of the day. Local impacts from the active fires in
the state will be of concern today. The Front Range area and Butte will likely see a lot of
smoke again today. Areas downwind of active fires could see significant impacts if fire
levels increase dramatically. Residents near active fires need to remain aware of current
conditions and use the visibility guidelines to guide their activity decisions as the
situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Jcoefield@mt.gov

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 24 2007
2:00 PM Tuesday
Current Situation
The sky over Montana is filled with smoke today with MODERATE conditions reported
at all stations except the northwest corner. Although the visibility is limited and the sky
is grey, UNHEALTHY conditions are only expected in local areas immediately adjacent
to the active fires. I visited the Ahorn and Fools Creek fires this morning and the entire
Front Range area was at MODERATE with visibility between 8 and 15 miles. A brief
respite is on the way as a weak cold front is moving into the state with the potential to
move the residual smoke aloft out. Winds with this system may cause local problems.
See the forecast below for details. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable
smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in
their area and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Updated 2 PM July 24, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS

VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Missoula T8
Hamilton T8
Helena T8
Bozeman Vis(3)
Butte T8
West Yellowstone T24

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
A weak cold front will be sweeping through the state today bringing some more clouds
and a chance of wetting rains to some areas. The cooler air aloft will help disperse the
smoke at the surface and we will get some cleaner air as well. Southwest winds aloft
ahead of the front will keep overall transport of elevated plume to the northeast. Local
winds will be very erratic and resident near active fire need to pay attention to conditions
in their area and use the visibility guidelines:
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Jcoefield@mt.gov

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 25 2007
10:00 AM Wednesday
Current Situation
A frontal passage is bringing in breath of cleaner air to many parts of Montana this
morning. MODERATE conditions are still present in the areas around Missoula,
Hamilton, Butte, and Helena but the actual levels are substantially better than they were
at this time yesterday. UNHEALTHY levels or worse are still expected locally near the
active fires. Hazy sky will still be present in many areas today as the smoke from the
fires in Montana yesterday moves out of the state. There is still plenty of smoke in Idaho
and the fire activity levels in Montana are trending up so the respite will be short lived.
See the forecast below for details. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable
smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in
their area and guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM July 25, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Helena T24
Butte T24
One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
The residual smoke aloft under the cloud deck in eastern Montana and the smoke over the
area from Missoula to Choteau south to Butte will all be moving off to the northeast
today. Some impacts at the surface will occur later this morning as the plume mixes
down for some temporary impacts. East winds at the surface near the Front Range will
keep smoke in that area through the morning. Southwest winds will start pushing smoke
back into western and southwestern Montana today. Local impacts are starting to be
more of an issue as the number and acres of fire in Montana continues to rise daily. After
a brief respite today we will be back to “Hot and Smoky” for a forecast tomorrow.
Smoke will settle in this evening in many areas of western and central Montana. With
the exception of the northwestern corner of the state hazy sky will be noticeable for the
rest of the day. Local impacts from the active fires in the state will be a problem. Areas
downwind of active fires could see significant impacts if fire levels increase dramatically.
Residents near active fires need to remain aware of current conditions and use the
visibility guidelines to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield, Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 26 2007
10:00 AM Thursday
Current Situation
There is a broad band of smoke aloft over western and southwestern Montana this
morning. The smoke aloft has not mixed down to the surface in significant quantities yet
this morning but surface impacts in the Missoula, Hamilton, Butte, and Helena areas are
expected to rise for several hours later this morning as the smoke from the fires in Idaho
crosses overhead. All of this area is currently at MODERATE this morning. The Helena
area will also be subject to severe smoke impacts from local smoke produced by the
Meriwether fire last night. Thick bands of smoke are drifting around the valley less than
1000 feet overhead and when this smoke comes down conditions could take a strong turn
for the worse. See the forecast below for details. Residents near active fires or
experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to
determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
A thick layer of elevated smoke is visible from the MDT web cam looking west from the
top of MacDonald pass this morning.

The Meriwether fire tops the ridge above the American Bar subdivision at 11 PM
Wednesday night as it burns out of Fields Gulch. (Picture by Candace Coefield)

Photo of the pyrocumulus cloud from the Meriwether
fire taken from the North Hills of Helena Wednesday evening, July 25th.
(Picture by Cindy Swank)
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM July 26, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)

Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Helena T24
Butte T24
One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)

T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Smoke from the Idaho fires will mix down later this morning in the Missoula, Hamilton,
Butte and Helena area producing several hours of elevated smoke concentrations.
Conditions are expected to be very bad in parts of Helena and Townsend valleys later this
morning. The Meriwether fire in the Gates of the Mountains area put up a very large
convective column last evening and into early morning. Most of the smoke was released
high enough to head out over the plains where it can not be seen under the cloud deck.
Thick bands of residual smoke are drifting directly overhead at this time and surface
concentrations under the thickest parts of the plume will likely be very high for a few
hours today. Surface winds from the east and northeast are expected to persist through
tomorrow in the Helena area and little relief is expected until southwest winds start up
tomorrow. Residents of the Helena and Townsend areas need to pay close attention to
conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide their activity decisions as
the situation changes. Strong local impacts are also a possibility in the Polson area and
along the Front Range depending on the activity levels of the fires in those areas.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 27 2007
10:00 AM Friday
Current Situation
Smoke aloft is clearly visible over western Montana on this morning’s satellite photo.
MODERATE smoke conditions due to persistent haze levels are currently impacting
areas around Whitefish, Kalispell, Polson, Ronan, Missoula, Hamilton, Helena, and
Butte. Current hourly readings are not too high but 24 hour average values are indicating
there is a concern for very sensitive individuals. Smoke levels are expected to rise later
this morning into the afternoon as the smoke aloft mixes down. See the forecast below
for details. Direct smoke impacts from local fires will also be of concern. Residents near
active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke

is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM July 27, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Polson T24
Ronan T24
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Helena T24
Butte T24

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
The smoke aloft will mix down and produce some large scale, intermittent impacts at the
surface later today. Overall transport is from the west right now but southwest winds will
be on tap for tomorrow. This will help clear the residual smoke from the Meriwether fire
out of the Helena Valley but it will also bring a lot of smoke from the fires in Idaho and
Oregon into the state. Local smoke impacts will continue to be of concern for the areas
in the state near active fires. Fire Activity levels may ramp up today and tomorrow
producing UNHEALTHY smoke impacts in areas near large fires. Residents in those
areas need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility
guidelines to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 28 2007
10:00 AM Saturday
Current Situation
Smoke aloft will continue to produce hazy skies for a broad portion of Montana today.
There are currently no areas with poor hourly conditions but persistent haze levels have
caused MODERATE 24 hour values across the entire western half of the state except the
northwestern corner. The areas around Whitefish, Kalispell, Polson, Ronan, Missoula,
Hamilton, Butte, Choteau, and Helena are all posted at MODERATE at this time.
Conditions immediately adjacent to the active fires are though to be UNHEALTHY or
worse. Most of the smoke has come from Idaho and Oregon and westerly flow today will
continue to push smoke into the state from those fires today. Local impacts near the
active fires in Montana will also be of concern today as hotter and dryer conditions are on
tap along with increased wind today. See the forecast below for details. Residents near
active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM July 28, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.

HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Polson (est)
Ronan T24
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Helena T24
Butte T24
Chouteau T24
One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value (number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
The residual smoke aloft from yesterday’s fire activity will continue to slowly make its
way east today. Some of this smoke will mix down to the surface later this morning and
will produce noticeable impacts for a few hours under the thickest parts of the plume.
Westerly flow aloft will continue to push smoke from Idaho and Oregon into western and
southwestern Montana today. Smoke levels in the currently affected communities will
rise for few hours later this morning as the mixing height reaches the level of the smoke
plume overhead. With a red flag warning for the northern Front Range and hot, dry, and
windy conditions forecast this afternoon, the fires in the state could produce significant
amounts of smoke locally. The smoke impacts will be localized to the east side of the
fires today with a steady westerly transport wind this afternoon. Residents near active
fires need to remain aware of current conditions and use the visibility guidelines
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield, Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 29 2007
10:00 AM Sunday
Current Situation
Smoke aloft is blanketing a huge part of Montana east of the continental divide this
morning. The smoke was put up yesterday evening from fires in Idaho and Montana and
has been stalled over the state under a persistent high pressure ridge. Smoke impacts at
the surface are not too bad right now except in the Front Range area from Cut Bank to
Great Falls. Conditions there are at the top of the MODERATE scale in most areas and
Great Falls has lapsed into UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE at this time. Conditions in
the Front Range area will likely get worse later this morning as more smoke mixes down
to the surface before improving later this afternoon. Hourly surface concentrations at the
other reporting stations are not bad right now but the continuing haze has put the areas
around Kalispell, Polson, Ronan, Missoula, Hamilton, Butte, and Helena into the
MODERATE category. There is also a developing problem in the Clark Fork valley near
Clinton where smoke from the Mile Marker 124 fire temporarily closed Interstate 90 last
night. Smoke conditions in that area are expected to be UNHEALTHY or worse. Smoke
impacts under the plume aloft will increase later this morning and local impacts from the
fires active in Montana will be a problem today in many areas. See the forecast below for
details. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use
the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This satellite photo taken at 8 PM last night clearly shows the origin of the smoke spread
across the state this morning. The plumes from the Skyland, Fools Creek, Ahorn, and
Meriwether fires are very noticeable along with the plumes from the fires in Idaho.

The two photos below are taken from the southwest corner of the Meriwether fire north
of Helena last evening about 6 PM. (Photos taken by Candace Coefield)

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM July 29, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Clinton (est)
Bonner (est)
Great Falls Vis(12)

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Polson (est)
Ronan T24
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Helena T24
Butte T24
Cut Bank Vis(2)
Chouteau T24
One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast

The smoke aloft will mix down to the surface later this morning producing strong,
transient impacts in the areas under the thickest portions of the plumes overhead. Areas
that are already seeing strong impacts will see increased smoke levels for a short time but
conditions should improve markedly in areas away from the local fire activity by noon.
Smoke from the Mile Marker 124 fire east of Missoula in the Clinton area is making its
way down the Clark Fork valley and will likely impact the east side of Missoula before
surface heating turns the flow up canyon. The residual smoke aloft from yesterday’s fire
activity will continue to slowly make its way east today. Some of this smoke will mix
down to the surface later this morning and will produce noticeable impacts for a few
hours under the thickest parts of the plume. Southwesterly flow aloft will continue to
push smoke from Idaho and Oregon into western and southwestern Montana today.
Smoke levels in the currently affected communities will rise for few hours later this
morning as the mixing height reaches the level of the smoke plume overhead. Most areas
should see marked improvement by noon. The fire weather forecast for the day is
favorable for increased fire activity levels on all of the local fires and more smoke is
likely this afternoon and evening. The smoke impacts will generally be on the east and
northeast sides of the fires as transport winds are from the west to the southwest.
Residents near active fires need to remain aware of current conditions and use the
visibility guidelines to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield, Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Modis Satellite photo from July 29 at 12:56 PM

Smaller area of the above photo with labels displayed below.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 30 2007
10:00 AM Monday
Current Situation
Cut Bank has been squarely in the path of the plume from the Skyland fire south of
Glacier Park since late last night. The plume is easily visible on this morning’s satellite
photo. The smoke level in Cut Bank was up to VERY UNHEALTHY for about an hour
early this morning. At 9 am the plume had drifted away from Cut Bank and conditions
had improved dramatically. Smoke conditions all along the Front Range area are a
problem with UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE levels measured in Choteau and
Augusta. Areas being directly impacts by smoke plumes in that area are expected to be
UNHEALTHY or worse. Residual smoke aloft is blanketing broad portions of the state
today producing MODERATE levels in many areas along with generally hazy skies.
Whitefish, Kalispell, and Butte are at UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE this morning,
Smoke conditions in the Rock Creek and Clark Fork Valleys south of Missoula are
expected to be UNEALTHY or worse from the fires southeast of Missoula. A smoke
plume can also be seen drifting east of the Brush Creek Fire west of Whitefish which
appears to be impacting the Olney and Stryker areas. Conditions there are also expected
to by UNHEALTHY or worse. MODERATE smoke levels are being reported at the
areas around Polson, Ronan, Missoula, Hamilton, and Helena. Hamilton will likely
become UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE later this morning. Smoke levels are expected
to rise later through the morning as the smoke aloft mixes down. See the forecast below
for details. Direct smoke impacts from local fires may be severe today. Residents near
active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM July 30, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY

Cut Bank vis(1)

UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

Whitefish T1
Kalispell T1
Choteau T8
Augusta T8
Butte T24
Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Polson T24
Ronan T24
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Helena T24

T1(x)
One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
T8(x)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
T24
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Vis(x)
Visibility value(number of hours)
Vis(am/pm) Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
(est)
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Smoke continues to pour into the state from Idaho and Oregon and this elevated
background pollution combined with smoke from the increasing number of fires in the
state may produce very high levels of smoke at the surface in many areas across the state
today. The smoke aloft will mix down through the morning causing widespread
intermittent impacts at the surface this morning, especially under the thickest parts of the
plume aloft. Smoke level will improve in most areas this afternoon as the dispersion
improves. Southwest transport winds will drive smoke from the active fires to the
northeast later this morning. This will clear some areas but bring smoke into other
communities that have so far escaped direct plume impacts. There is a Red Flag warning
out for part of the state today and hot, dry, windy conditions will increase fire activity
levels and smoke production this afternoon producing UNHEALTHY smoke impacts in
areas near large fires. Residents in those areas need to pay close attention to conditions
in their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide their activity decisions as the
situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
July 31 2007
10:00 AM Tuesday
Current Situation
This morning’s satellite photo looks very similar to yesterday’s, with a broad swatch of
smoke drifting over Montana east of the continental divide and visible plumes stretching
out to the east from the Brush Creek, Skyland, and Ahorn fires. Conditions in the areas
immediately downwind of those fires are expected to be UNHEALTHY or worse.
Smoke conditions in the reporting stations are not too bad this morning. Hamilton and
Butte have been receiving enough persistent smoke to settle into the bottom of the
UNHEALTY FOR SENSITIVE range but only MODERATE conditions are impacting
the areas around Whitefish, Kalispell, Missoula, Helena, Cut Bank, Choteau, Augusta,
and Great Falls. Smoke impacts under the plume aloft will increase sharply for a few
hours later this morning. See the forecast below for details. Direct smoke impacts from
local fires may be severe today. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable
smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in
their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
The picture below is from a Glacier National Park webcam looking over Lake McDonald.
Tendrils of smoke aloft from the Brush Creed Fire west of Whitefish will be mixing
down to the surface later this morning.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM July 31, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Missoula T24
Helena T24
Cut Bank Vis(2)
Choteau T24
Augusta T24
Great Falls Vis(1)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
There is a visible back edge to the plume of smoke aloft in this morning’s satellite photo.
A cool front is working its way into the state from Canada and this will provide some
blue sky to areas that have been seeing persistent haze for a while today. Smoke
production levels will be very high again today and the plumes should start heading
southeast by this afternoon. This could bring a lot of smoke into the northern Flathead
Valley and impacts in the Kalispell area may be severe later this afternoon. The Front
Range area will continue to see a lot of smoke throughout the day. Late morning smoke
impacts at the surface will be noticeable again today in the areas under the plume aloft.
Smoke impacts in southwest Montana will also likely rise with the shift in transport
winds. North winds over the Meriwether fire northeast of Helena could also send a lot of
smoke into the Helena Valley by tomorrow. Continued hot, dry, and windy weather will
increase fire activity levels and smoke production this afternoon producing
UNHEALTHY smoke impacts in areas near large fires. Residents in those areas need to

pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide
their activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 01 2007
10:00 AM Wednesday
Current Situation
The smoke plume aloft stretches across the entire state this morning. Last night the
smoke at the surface was at VERY UNHEALTHY levels near the Front Range in
Augusta and Choteau and at UNHEALTHY in Great Falls for several hours. Conditions
in those areas are much improved this morning with the smoke staying above the surface
inversion for now. Smoke has filled the Clark Fork Valley from Rock Creek into the
east edge of Missoula (see the Missoula web cam picture below). The conditions there
are expected to be UNHEALTHY or worse. There also looks to be a lot of smoke
trapped in the northern Flathead Valley. Current smoke levels in the Kalispell and
Whitefish areas are at UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE and will be worse later today,
see the forecast below for details. MODERATE levels of smoke are present at all of the
western Montana reporting stations with the exception of Libby. Smoke levels at the
surface across the state will ramp up this morning as the mixing height reaches the layer
of smoke aloft. Direct smoke impacts from local fires may be severe today. Residents
near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo taken last night at 8:16 PM clearly shows the many plumes of smoke
stretching out from the active fires in Idaho and Montana.

This web cam photo below from the Missoula County Health department at 9:21 AM this
morning shows the front edge of the smoke from the Mile Marker 124 fire draining into
the Missoula Valley out of Hellgate canyon.

Smoke billows up from the Meriwether fire above the Gates of the Mountains last night
about 8 PM. (Photo by Candace Coefield)

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 01, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

Butte T24

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Missoula vis (1)
Hamilton T24
Helena T24
Cut Bank Vis(2)
Choteau T24
Augusta T24
Great Falls Vis(1)
Dillon Vis (3)
Bozeman Vis(2)
Livingston Vis(5)

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
There is a steady surface flow from the north today east of the continental divide with
westerly winds aloft. This will send the top of any big smoke plumes this afternoon and
evening towards the east and then spread the smoke mixing down to the surface towards
the south. Smoke aloft will continue to cover the entire state through tomorrow except
for the extreme northwest corner. West of the divide, east winds near the surface will
keep a lot of smoke bottled up in the mountains producing very elevated smoke levels in
many areas. Surface smoke levels east of the divide will spike up sharply for several
hours this morning as the smoke mixes down. Smoke at UNHEALTHY FOR
SENSITIVE levels will be occurring in many communities until about 1 or 2 this
afternoon. Smoke levels under the thickest parts of the plume aloft could reach
UNHEALTHY. Direct plume impacts will be problem today for many areas. Residents
need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield, Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 02 2007
10:00 AM Thursday
Current Situation
Very high levels of smoke are trapped in the valleys of western Montana this morning.
UNHEALTHY levels are currently being recorded in Whitefish, Kalispell, Missoula and
Butte. Smoke is also impacting eastern Montana intermittently. Sidney recorded about 3
hours of heavy smoke impacts early this morning that put them in UNHEALTHY
temporarily. Polson, Ronan and Helena are currently at UNHEALTY FOR SENSITIVE
and although Libby and Hamilton are still hanging on to MODERATE ratings early, they
will likely end up there as well. Smoke levels will rise during the morning as the day
heats up in most areas before thinning out somewhat this afternoon. Direct smoke
impacts in the areas near the active fires, especially in the Clark Fork valley near the Mile
Marker 124 fire are expected to be UNHEALTHY or worse today. See the forecast
below for details. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels
should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and
guide their activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

This satellite photo below was taken last night at 8:15 PM clearly shows the many
plumes of smoke stretching out from the active fires in Idaho and Montana.

The smoke is structured in layers as plumes from different fire episodes settle in to their
final plume heights. This can produce dramatic sunsets like this one from August 1 that
put stripes across the face of the sun. (Photo by Candace Coefield)

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 02, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Missoula T24
Butte T24
Sidney Vis(3)
Polson T24
Ronan T24
Helena T24
Libby T24
Hamilton T24
Dillon Vis (3)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
High pressure will remain over the state today and only modest improvement in the
trapped smoke conditions are expected this afternoon. For the morning, smoke impacts
could rise sharply for a few hours in the valleys that do not currently have direct fire
impacts. With no coherent transport winds today, most of the smoke will be hanging
around through tomorrow for continued very smoky conditions west of the divide and
intermittent smoke intrusion east of the divide. Smoke at UNHEALTHY FOR
SENSITIVE levels or worse will be occurring in many communities until about 1 or 2

this afternoon. Smoke levels under the thickest parts of the plume aloft could reach
UNHEALTHY. Direct plume impacts will be problem today for many areas. Residents
need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 03 2007
10:00 AM Friday
Current Situation
A westerly push has cleared the sky over the northwestern corner of the state up to line
between the Brush Creek and Chippy Creek fires west of the Flathead Valley.
Conditions in the south part of the Flathead are much improved over yesterday’s smoke
levels. Ronan has improved to MODERATE and but Polson is still at UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE at the moment. Whitefish, Kalispell and Missoula are all at
UNHEALTHY levels this morning due to their close proximity to several active fires.
Smoke from the fires in and near the Front Range has that area socked in this morning
with UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE readings in Cut Bank, Choteau, and Augusta.
Great Falls is seeing MODERATE smoke levels today. Hamilton and Butte are still
stuck in UNHEALTY FOR SENSITVE this morning mostly due to smoke from the fires
in Idaho. Helena and Baker have been seeing MODERATE conditions this morning.
Smoke levels in the immediate vicinity of the active fires are expected to be
UNHEALTHY or worse, especially in the Clark Fork Valley near Clinton. The Northern
Flathead will likely see strong smoke impacts locally today but Missoula could see
substantial improvement as a weak cold front heads into the state. Local plume impacts
along the Front Range could be severe later today. See the forecast below for details.
Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the
VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed

smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights
satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This MODIS satellite photo below was taken at 2:11 PM yesterday August 2nd and
clearly shows the Brush Creek and Chippy Creek fires west of Flathead Lake.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 03, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Missoula T24
Polson T24
Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Cut Bank Vis(2)
Choteau T8
Augusta T8
Ronan T24
Helena T24
Great Falls Vis(1)
Baker Vis(1)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Lower smoke production yesterday, a steady westerly flow, low clouds, and a weak
frontal passage should bring substantial improvement to many of the areas severely
impacted yesterday. Missoula will be upwind of most smoke and should look pretty
good by afternoon as the westerly winds kick in. Helena should see improvement as well
and the general haze over the entire state should thin out through the day. The exception
will be those areas downwind of the active fires today and this evening as the fire weather
forecast indicates a strong likelihood of very intense plumes stretching out to the east of
the fires later today. These plumes will not spread much laterally until late tonight and
communities in the center line of these plumes could see very severe impacts. The
dispersion this afternoon should be excellent and with good transport winds a lot of the
residual smoke could be exiting the state for good by tomorrow. This will produce the
improved general haziness. There will be some intermittent smoke impacts under the
smoke aloft later this morning as the smoke mixes down. Direct plume impacts will be

problem later today for many areas. Residents need to pay close attention to conditions
in their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide their activity decisions as the
situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 04 2007
10:00 AM Saturday
Current Situation
Smoke has temporarily lifted out of some of the western Montana valleys that were being
impacted so heavily by smoke yesterday. Whitefish and Kalispell have improved to
UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE at this time as the smoke is trapped aloft in a stable
layer about 2000-3000 feet overhead. Missoula, Polson, and Ronan have dropped all the
way down to MODERATE this morning. Smoke levels in Hamilton have been steadily
rising, they are at UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE now and are expected to see
UNHEALTHY later today. Butte and Great Falls are also both at UNHEALTHY FOR
SENSITIVE this morning. Havre, Choteau, and Lewistown have been getting
intermittent smoke impacts and are at MODERATE today. There is an immense plume
of smoke spreading across the northern tier of the state and moving up into Canada
clearly visible on this morning’s satellite photo. Also note the compression waves
imbedded in the plume east of the Rocky Mountains as strong winds aloft bounce off the
high terrain. This is bringing the smoke down to the surface faster in the Hi-Line and
Front Range areas. As soon as the ground heats up, the mixing heights will rise to the
smoke layer and smoke impacts at the surface should spike dramatically. See the forecast
below. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use
the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo from last evening at 8 PM shows the awesome plumes of smoke
boiling up out of the active fires in Idaho and Montana last night. This is what produced
the huge mass of smoke aloft over northern and eastern Montana seen on this morning’s
photo.

This picture from the Lake McDonald webcam in Glacier National Park clearly shows
the bands of smoke aloft impinging on the mountain peaks. Surface conditions are good
at this time.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 04, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Great Falls Vis(6)
Polson T8
Ronan T8
Missoula T24
Choteau T8
Havre Vis(5)
Lewistown Vis(3)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)

T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Smoke levels will rise temporarily in many areas today as the smoke produced yesterday
mixes down to the surface. With a good west to southwest flow aloft, the smoke over the
state this morning will be moving into Canada and North Dakota leaving only today’s
smoke to deal with by later this afternoon. There are Red Flag warnings out for wind and
low humidities and most of the fires in the state should see significant growth again
today. Smoke impacts east of the active fires could be severe this afternoon. Hamilton,
Whitefish, Kalispell, Polson, Ronan, Seeley Lake, and Butte will all likely end up in
UNHEALTHY by the end of the day. Residents need to pay close attention to
conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide their activity decisions as
the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 05 2007
10:00 AM Sunday
Current Situation
Smoke from the fires in Idaho and Western Montana is heavily impacting the southeast
corner of the state this morning. Miles City is at UNHEALTHY and Baker is at
UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE as the smoke has settled in there since late last night.
In western Montana most reporting stations have improved to MODERATE this morning
as night time inversions have kept the smoke aloft in most areas. Smoke levels in Seeley
Lake are expected to be UNHEALTHY or worse this morning. Areas under the plume
aloft will see sharply higher impacts later this morning. See the forecast below.
Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the
VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo from last evening at 8 PM shows the plumes of smoke from the active
fires in Idaho and Montana last night. This is what produced the plume of smoke
stretching across the state today.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 05, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

Miles City Vis(8)

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Baker Vis(8)

MODERATE

Whitefish T8
Kalispell T8
Polson T8
Ronan T8
Missoula T24
Butte T8
Choteau T8
Helena T8
Dillon Vis(1)

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Smoke levels will rise temporarily in many areas today as the smoke produced yesterday
mixes down to the surface. Winds will be shifting to the southwest over the western part
of the state as a trough deepens near the coast. This will move the plumes north and will

clear out some of the areas that saw a lot of smoke yesterday. The northern Flathead, the
Seeley-Swan Valley, and the Front Range areas should see a lot of smoke today. Smoke
will continue to move into the Bitterroot Valley and the Butte and Dillon areas as well.
Fire activity levels will likely be high again today. Residents near active fires need to
pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide
their activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 06 2007
10:00 AM Monday
Current Situation
Smoke has settled into the valleys of western Montana this morning, trapped under strong
inversions. UHEALTHY levels of smoke are currently impacting, Whitefish, Kalispell,
Polson, Ronan, Missoula, Hamilton, and the Seeley/Swan valley. UNHEALTHY FOR
SENSITIVE levels are present in Helena Butte, and Great Falls. MODERATE smoke is
impacting Bozeman, Choteau, Augusta, and Lewistown. Overall, the smoke aloft does
not seem as thick as previous days as fire activity levels yesterday were substantially
lower than Saturday’s firestorms. Conditions in most of the valley areas should improve
later this morning but local impacts will still remain a problem. Dryer and windier
conditions are forecast today which will likely increase fire levels this afternoon and
evening. See the forecast below. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable
smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in
their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 06, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

Whitefish T8
Kalispell T8
Missoula T24
Polson T8
Ronan T8
Seeley/Swan valley
Hamilton (est)
Helena T8
Butte T8
Great Falls Vis(8)
Choteau T8
Bozeman Vis(5)
Lewistown Vis(1)
Augusta T8

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
West and southwest winds today will continue to funnel smoke into the state from Idaho
and send plumes to the east of the active fires in the state. General haziness will persist
over most areas but the dense smoke trapped near the surface in the mountain valleys
should thin out noticeably by late morning to early afternoon. Residents under the plume
aloft in eastern Montana will notice smoke at the surface intermittently through the
morning as the smoke mixes down. Red Flag warning have been issued for gusty winds
later today and fire activity could increase substantially this afternoon and evening. This
will cause the smoke levels nearer the active fires to increase again later tonight through
tomorrow morning. Residents near active fires need to pay close attention to conditions
in their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide their activity decisions as the
situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 07 2007
10:00 AM Tuesday
Current Situation
Low level inversions have trapped smoke just overhead in some of the western valleys
that were so smoky yesterday leaving the near surface layer clearer. The relief will be
short lived for most of these areas as west winds will mix the smoke down by late
morning. Smoke in the valleys with active local fires is very much a problem today. The
Southern Bitterroot is packed with smoke and so are the northern Flathead and the Rock
Creek areas. Smoke levels in Whitefish, Kalispell, Polson, Ronan, Seeley Lake, Butte,
and Hamilton are at UNHEALTHY this morning. Along the western Hi-line, Cut Bank
is right in the path of smoke from several fires and conditions there are UNHEALTHY at
this time. Great Falls and Helena are at UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE this morning.
MODERATE levels of smoke are also persisting in the eastern end of the state in Miles
City and Baker. Missoula has cleared out to MODERATE as west winds are favorable
for them. Dillon is also seeing MODERATE levels of smoke this morning. Red Flag
warning over the active fires will cause problems this afternoon. See the forecast below.
Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the
VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo from 8PM last night clearly shows the plumes from the Brush Creek
and Chippy Creek Fires Stretching over the Flathead Valley, Glacier National Park, and
the northern Front Range areas.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 07, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Polson T24
Ronan T24
Seeley Lake (est)
Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Cut Bank Vis(8)
Helena T8
Great Falls Vis(8)
Missoula T24
Bozeman Vis(5)
Dillon Vis(1)
Miles City Vis(3)
Baker Vis(1)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
West winds will pick up strongly later today and tonight. Smoke impacts in areas east of
the fires will continue to be a problem. Smoke aloft will mix down over some areas and
produce sharply higher smoke impacts. The northern Flathead, the northern Front Range,
Seeley Lake, the southern Bitterroot Valley, The Rock Creek area, and Butte should all
continue to see UNHEALTHY levels of smoke at times throughout the day and tonight.
The current wind direction is favorable for Missoula and they should continue to see
some relief today. Great Falls and Helena will likely stay at UNHEALTHY FOR
SENSITIVE all day. With Red Flag warnings out for most of the current active fires,
large plume development is likely again today and local smoke impacts could be severe,
Residents near active fires need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use
the visibility guidelines to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 08 2007
10:00 AM Wednesday
Current Situation
Most of the smoke produced yesterday has moved off over eastern Montana this morning
causing some MODERTE conditions at Glasgow, Wolf Point, and Lewistown this
morning. Residual smoke is trapped in the northern Flathead, Southern Bitterroot, Rock
Creek, Clark Fork, and Helena valleys producing UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE
levels in Whitefish, Kalispell, Hamilton, Butte, and Helena. MODERATE conditions are
left in Polson, Ronan, Missoula, Bozeman, Cut Bank, and Great Falls. More smoke aloft
will be mixing down over western Montana and west winds will be fanning the flames on
the active fires, see the forecast below. Residents near active fires or experiencing
noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke
levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 08, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Hamilton T24
Helena T8
Butte T8
Polson T24
Ronan T24
Missoula T24
Bozeman Vis(3)
Cut Bank Vis(1)
Great Falls Vis(2)
Lewistown Vis(5)
Glasgow Vis(6)

Wolf Point Vis(1)
T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Strong westerly winds are forecast across the state today and Red Flag warnings have
been posted over most of the active fires. This will likely produce large plumes of smoke
this afternoon and evening stretching out to the east of the active fires. Smoke aloft will
mix down to the surface later this morning for some noticeable short term impacts under
the thickest part of the smoke plume aloft. Most of the areas that had smoke yesterday
will see it again today and the wind shift will likely bring more smoke into southwest
Montana in the Dillon and Bozeman areas. Residents near active fires need to pay close
attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide their activity
decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 09 2007
10:00 AM Thursday
Current Situation
Smoke has poured into Butte all night from the fires in western Montana and Idaho.
They are currently seeing UNHEALTHY levels of smoke this morning. Smoke can be
seen trapped in the Rock Creek drainage and the south end of the Seeley/Swan Valley
and conditions there are estimated to be UNHEALTHY as well. Lingering smoke in the
northern Flathead and southern Bitterroot valleys has produced UNHEALTHY FOR
SENSITIVE conditions in Whitefish, Kalispell, and Hamilton. MODERATE conditions
are impacting Missoula, Helena, Dillon, Great Falls, Miles City, and Baker. There is a
well defined plume of residual smoke aloft visible in an arc spread across eastern
Montana and some of this smoke will mix down to the surface later this morning for
some temporary impacts. See the forecast below for details. Direct smoke impacts from
the active fires in the state are expected to be a problem later today. Residents near active
fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES
to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from
NOAA’s satellite services
division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes
combining and spreading
downwind(the analyzed smoke is
based on yesterday’s satellite
coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo from 7:45 PM last night shows the big plumes coming off of the fires
in Idaho and Montana that left the smoke aloft in the picture above.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 09, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Butte T24
Seeley Lake (est)
Rock Creek area(est)
Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24(est)
Hamilton T24
Helena T8
Missoula T24
Great Falls Vis(1)
Dillon Vis(5)
Miles City Vis(2)
Baker Vis(6)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
The smoke aloft over central and eastern Montana will mix down to the surface later this
morning. This will produce some intermittently strong smoke impacts at the surface in
the areas under the thickest parts of the plume. Hazy skies will be common across the
state as well. Smoke levels in the communities currently seeing higher smoke impacts
will improve as the mixing height rises and the smoke thins out. There will be heavy
local plume impacts from the active fires again this afternoon as the fire activity levels
increase. Transport winds will be generally from the west and southwest and
communities downwind of these fires will need to pay close attention to conditions in
their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide their activity decisions as the situation
changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 10 2007
10:00 AM Friday
Current Situation
There is lots of smoke visible between the clouds on this morning’s satellite photo. The
leading edge of a cooler Canadian air mass working its way into the northwest corner of
the state is also very evident with the front becoming the back edge of the residual smoke
plume. It is still very smoky at the surface in the northern Flathead Valley and Whitefish
and Kalispell remain at UNHEALTHY even though current short term smoke levels have
been generally MODERATE for much of the early morning. UNHEALTHY FOR
SENSITIVE levels of smoke are still impacting Missoula, Hamilton, and Butte as smoke
from Idaho combined with smoke from the fires in the southern Bitterroot and Rock
Creek drainages has been a continuing problem for those areas. MODERATE levels are
impacting Choteau, Augusts, Helena, Dillon and Baker as well. With the frontal passage
today, Red Flag warnings have been posted for high winds and a pronounced shift in
wind direction. This will produce a profound change in some impact areas. See the
forecast below for details. Direct smoke impacts from the active fires in the state are
expected to be a problem later today. Residents near active fires or experiencing
noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke
levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is
exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo from 8:00 PM last night shows the big plumes coming off of the fires
in Idaho. There are too many clouds over the Montana fires to see the plumes from there.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 10, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Missoula T24
Choteau T8
Augusta T8
Helena T8
Dillon Vis(1)
Baker Vis(2)

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Strong gusty southwest winds will be followed by brisk northwest winds today as a weak
frontal passage moves through the state from the northwest. This will shift the plume
centerlines substantially and will drive the smoke from Idaho into southwest Montana.
Smoke impacts will increase in the southern Flathead valley, Great Falls, and Bozeman
by this afternoon and evening. There will be heavy local plume impacts from the active
fires again this afternoon as the fire activity levels increase. Transport winds will start
from the southwest and shift to the northwest by this evening. Strong plume formation is
likely over some of the active fires and communities downwind of these fires will need to
pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide
their activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield, Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 11 2007
10:00 AM Saturday
Current Situation
The plume of smoke over Montana has been pushed south by yesterday’s frontal passage.
The back edge of the smoke aloft is very clear on this morning’s satellite photo. This will
bring blue sky back to many areas today as reduced fire activity yesterday left much less
residual smoke in the air and allowed some communities a welcome break from high
smoke levels. Smoke can be seen trapped in the south end of the Seeley/Swan valley
from the Jocko Lakes fire and in the Rock Creek drainage from the Sawmill Complex
fires. Conditions in those are expected to be UNHEALTHY or worse. For the reporting
sites only MODERATE smoke is being currently experienced in Kalispell, Missoula,
Hamilton, and Dillon. Southeast winds at the surface will move smoke into new areas
today and communities under the residual smoke aloft will see some smoke later this
morning. See the forecast below for details. Direct smoke impacts from the active fires
in the state may be a problem later today. Residents near active fires or experiencing
noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke
levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo from 7:30 PM last night shows the plumes coming off of the fires in
Idaho. The only noticeable plume in Montana is from the Chippy Creek fire west of
Polson.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 11, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Kalispell T8
Hamilton T24
Missoula T8
Dillon Vis(1)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
High pressure is building into the state today. This will provide some southeast winds at
the surface pushing smoke to the west and into different areas than the previous week.
Libby, Thompson Falls, and Missoula will likely see more smoke today than they are
used to. The southern Bitterroot is also likely to receive a lot of smoke from the Sawmill
Complex along with local smoke. Butte, Helena and Great Falls are in a good position
and should have clear sky today. Local smoke impacts will still be a problem today for
communities near active fires. Those communities downwind of these fires will need to
pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide
their activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 12 2007
10:00 AM Sunday
Current Situation
Smoke is covering the sky over a wide swath of Montana this morning. Most of the
residual smoke is aloft right now but will be mixing down to the surface later this
morning. Smoke is trapped under strong inversions in most of the valleys west of the
divide. It is clear at the surface with the smoke right overhead in some locations but
UHNEALTHY levels have reached the surface in Kalispell and Whitefish.
UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE conditions are currently impacting Polson, Ronan,
Missoula and Hamilton. MODERATE smoke is currently reported in Butte and Dillon.
With Red Flag warning for dry and windy conditions this afternoon, direct smoke
impacts downwind of active fires could be severe today. See the forecast below for
details. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use
the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions.

Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

This satellite photo from 7:30 PM last night shows the plumes coming off of the fires in
Idaho and Montana. Plumes from the Chippy Creek fire west of Polson and the Wicked
Creek fires south of Livingston are very noticeable.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 12, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE
T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Kalispell Vis(2)
Whitefish Vis(2)
Polson T24
Ronan T24
Missoula T8
Hamilton 24
Butte T8
Dillon Vis(1)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Red Flag warnings for high winds, low humidity and a pronounced wind shift have been
posted beginning at noon today. These conditions are likely to produce large plumes
from the fires in the area today. Overall smoke transport under the high pressure ridge
will be marginal and the smoke levels will be building over the state for the next several
days. Smoke aloft will mix down sharply in the western valleys and over central
Montana under the thickest parts of the plume aloft. Smoke will return to Helena, Butte
and Great Falls today and will likely start impacting communities farther east by
tomorrow. Smoke from the Wicked Creek fire may start to be a problem in the upper and
middle Yellowstone drainage. Smoke impacts along the northern Front Range will also
likely increase. Most western Montana valleys will be experiencing high levels of smoke
for the next several days. Direct plume impacts northeast and east of the active fires will
be a problem today for communities near active fires. Those communities downwind of
these fires will need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility
guidelines to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 13 2007
10:00 AM Monday
Current Situation
Very smoky conditions persist across broad areas of the state this morning. This
morning’s satellite photo shows that the main plume aloft has moved off towards
Saskatchewan but plenty of residual smoke is left to blanket the state. The smoke came
off yesterday afternoon and evening in towering plumes of smoke that combined into a
very dramatic mass of smoke seen in the satellite photo from last night farther below.
Smoke has been trapped in several western Montana Valleys and UHNEALTHY levels
of smoke are left in Missoula, Hamilton, Butte, Dillon, Bozeman, Livingston, and
Helena. Smoke has lifted overhead temporarily in Whitefish and Kalispell and they are
at UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE at the moment. East of the mountains,
UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE levels are impacting Great Falls, Choteau, and
Augusta. MODERATE smoke levels are listed in the Polson, Ronan, Lewistown,
Billings, and Baker. Many other areas of the state with no reporting mechanism are also
being impacted today. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke
levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area
and guide their activity decisions. Smoke aloft will mix down in many areas later this
morning and direct smoke impacts from active fires will also be a problem again this
afternoon. See the forecast at the bottom for details.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo from 7:45 PM last night shows the huge plumes coming off of the
fires in Idaho and Montana. Plumes from the Brush Creek Fire west of Whitefish, the
Chippy Creek fire west of Polson and the Wicked Creek fires south of Livingston are
visible but plumes from the other fires in the state are lost in the combined plumes
starting in Idaho.

This MODIS satellite photo taken yesterday, August 12 about 2:45 PM, before the Idaho
plumes reached the state shows the plumes coming up from the Montana fires.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 13, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Missoula T8
Hamilton 24
Butte T8
Dillon Vis(8)
Helena T8
Bozeman T24
Livingston T24
Kalispell T24
Whitefish T24
Choteau T24
Augusta T24
Great Falls Vis(8)

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Polson T24
Ronan T24
Billings Vis(2)
Lewistown Vis(2)
Baker Vis(2)
One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
The winds that produced the Red Flag conditions yesterday have diminished and
conditions for the next several days will be hot and stagnant with only a few hours of
good dispersion in the afternoons. This will help reduce the fire activity levels but the
smoke impacts will continue to be a problem for at least the next few days. Transport
winds will be from the southwest today switching around to the west by tomorrow. This
will continue to move smoke into Montana communities. Smoke levels will be
intermittently very bad with some clearing as the plumes move around. Residents
downwind of the active fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to
pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 14 2007
10:00 AM Tuesday
Current Situation
Air quality conditions in Butte have degraded to VERY UNHEALTHY this morning as
smoke continues to plague the state. Residual smoke aloft and trapped in valleys are very
evident on this morning’s satellite photo below. Conditions have improved in some areas
that were very smoky yesterday including Great Falls, Helena and Livingston. West of
the divide however, UNHEALTHY levels of smoke are being recorded in Whitefish,
Kalispell, Missoula, and Hamilton. Southwestern Montana is also being heavily
impacted with Dillon and Bozeman both at UNHEALTHY as well. Smoke has lifted
overhead temporarily in Polson and Ronan and they are at UNHEALTHY FOR
SENSITIVE at the moment. Many other areas of the state with no reporting mechanism
are also being impacted today. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable
smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in
their area and guide their activity decisions. Smoke aloft will mix down in many areas
later this morning and direct smoke impacts from active fires will also be a problem again
this afternoon. See the forecast at the bottom for details.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo from 7:30 PM last night shows another day with the huge plumes of
smoke rolling across the state from the fires in Idaho and Montana. The smoke is thick
enough to limit surface heating and thus stagnant conditions in the bottom of some
valleys where nocturnal inversions do not heat out.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,

CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 14, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Butte T24
Kalispell T24
Whitefish T24
Missoula T8
Hamilton T24
Dillon Vis(8)
Bozeman Vis(8)
Polson T24
Ronan T24
Augusta T24
Helena Vis(1)
Choteau T24
Great Falls Vis(8)
West Yellowstone T1

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
With Red Flag conditions along the Front Range, and hot and dry advisories everywhere
else, smoke production from the active fires will stay high for the next couple of days and
smoke will continue to be a problem in many areas. Plumes will be headed east and
slightly north of the active fires and direct plume impacts will be occasionally severe.
Smoke will continue to be trapped in the valleys of western Montana and when the
smoke aloft mixes down later this morning, wide areas of the state will see smoke at the
surface for a few hours. Hazy sky will persist across the state under the plume overhead.
Smoke will thin out during the afternoon in some of the areas that are being heavily
impacted this morning but the relief will be brief. Smoke levels will be intermittently
very bad with some clearing as the plumes move around. Residents downwind of the
active fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close
attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to guide their activity
decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield, Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 15 2007
10:00 AM Wednesday
Current Situation
Another smoky day is on tap this morning with a large plume of smoke aloft stretching
across the center of the state and lots of smoke trapped in the valleys of western and
southwestern Montana. UNHEALTHY levels are currently impacting Hamilton, Butte,
Dillon, Helena, and Livingston. Whitefish, Kalispell, Missoula, West Yellowstone,
Bozeman, Great Falls, and Choteau are all at UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE at this
time. Smoke conditions in some of the valleys with active fires are expected to be
UNHEALTHY or worse. Many other areas of the state with no reporting mechanism are
also being impacted today. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke
levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area
and guide their activity decisions. Smoke aloft will mix down in many areas later this
morning and direct smoke impacts from active fires will also be a problem again this
afternoon. See the forecast at the bottom for details.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo from 7:30 PM last night shows another day with plumes of smoke
rolling across the state from the fires in Idaho and Montana. There was less smoke last
night than the previous two days. The smoke is still thick enough to limit surface heating
and thus produce stagnant conditions in the bottom of some valleys where nocturnal
inversions do not heat out.

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 15, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Dillon Vis(8)
Helena T24
Livingston Vis(8)
Kalispell T24
Whitefish T24
Missoula T8
Bozeman Vis(8)
Choteau T24
Great Falls Vis(8)
West Yellowstone T1
Polson T24
Ronan T24
Lewistown Vis(1)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Conditions are favoring another day of active fires with large plumes and plenty of
smoke. Transport will be from the west southwest and direct plume impacts will be
occasionally severe. Smoke will continue to be trapped in the valleys of western
Montana and when the smoke aloft mixes down later this morning, wide areas of the state
will see smoke at the surface for a few hours. Hazy sky will persist across the state under
the plume overhead. Smoke will thin out during the afternoon in some of the areas that
are being heavily impacted this morning but the relief will be brief in most areas. Smoke

levels will be intermittently very bad with some clearing as the plumes move around.
Residents downwind of the active fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke
will need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 16 2007
10:00 AM Thursday
Current Situation
Western and southwestern Montana are being heavily impacted by smoke this morning
with VERY UHEALTHY smoke being measured in Butte and UNHEALTHY levels in
Whitefish, Kalispell, Polson, Missoula, Hamilton, and Dillon. Ronan and Helena are at
UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE this morning. Many other areas of western Montana
with no reporting mechanism are also being impacted today. The smoke plume aloft has
shifted north today as southerly flow last night moved it over the northern two thirds of
the state. Except for Livingston area where conditions are MODERATE most of the state
east of the mountains is not experiencing impacts at the surface, just very hazy skies. The
smoke aloft will mix down later this morning for noticeable impacts across a wide area.
Winds will be switching around today along with some gusts from scattered
thunderstorms. This could push plumes into areas that have not been impacted lately.
Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the
VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions. Smoke aloft will mix down in many areas later this morning and
direct smoke impacts from active fires will also be a problem again this afternoon. See
the forecast at the bottom for details.
Morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind(the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite
coverage)

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Updated 10 AM August 16, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY

Butte T24

UNHEALTHY

Kalispell T24
Whitefish T24
Polson T24
Hamilton T24
Missoula T8
Dillon Vis(8)
Ronan T24
Helena T24
Livingston Vis(2)
Bozeman Vis(8)
West Yellowstone
Choteau T24
Augusta T24

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Forecast
Scattered thunderstorms with gusty winds and a pronounced wind shift later today make
it very hard to predict where smoke plumes will be going. Winds in many areas will be
easterly early, shifting around to the south and then the southwest. Smoke trapped in
mountain valleys today is unlikely to thin out much as the smoke blocks enough sunshine
to limit surface heating and dampen out convection. Some areas may still get a dose of
good dispersion if they happen to produce a thunderstorm but overall stagnant conditions
are expected to persist through the day. Fire activity levels are expected to remain high
along with smoke production and smoke concentrations will not improve before
tomorrow in most areas. Some thinning will occur during the warmest part of the day.
Residents downwind of the active fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke
will need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines
to guide their activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 17, 2007
10:00 AM Friday
FORECAST:
A thick layer of smoke is impacting west central and northwestern Montana this
morning. Winds from the south and east have concentrated the smoke over this
area and surface smoke levels are unhealthy in most areas at this time. East of
the divide, the smoke is aloft and only a few moderate levels have been reported.
Winds today in the western part of the state will be switching from east to west
with little net transport and smoke conditions in the most heavily impacted areas
are not expected to show much improvement. Some areas will see the smoke
thin out in the afternoon but direct plume impacts in some areas could be severe.
East of the divide, south winds over the WH Complex fire south of Livingston will
continue to impact the upper Yellowstone area today and late morning mixing will
bring smoke to the surface across a wide area for a few hours. Residents near
active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity
decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire
size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and
PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and
USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we
have information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 17, 2007
10:00 AM Friday
DISCUSSION:
Libby is at unhealthy for sensitive. The rest of the reporting areas in northwest
and west central Montana are at unhealthy as of 8 am. This includes Whitefish,
Kalispell, Polson, Ronan, Missoula, and Hamilton. Kalispell and Missoula are
almost at very unhealthy conditions and could end up there later today. Smoke
levels in the Seeley Lake area and the Rock Creek area near the active fires are
expected to be as bad or worse. The south winds have improved conditions in
Butte substantially; they are now down to moderate after the very high levels
there yesterday. Helena, Choteau, and Livingston are currently at moderate as
well. Fire activity levels are expected to remain high along with smoke
production and smoke concentrations will not improve before tomorrow in most

areas. Some thinning will occur during the warmest part of the day. Residents
downwind of the active fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will
need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility
guidelines.
Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to
exceed some or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local
visibility to guide activity decisions as the situation changes.

John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Updated 10 AM August 17, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Kalispell T24
Whitefish T24
Polson T24
Ronan T24
Hamilton T24
Missoula T8
Libby T8

Helena T8
Butte T8
Livingston Vis(2)
Choteau T24
One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 18, 2007
10:00 AM Saturday
FORECAST:
The thick layer of residual smoke that was trapped above northwestern Montana
yesterday has finally moved off to the east taking several days worth of smoke with
it. Smoke impacts along the Front Range and the western plains have increased but
many areas of western Montana are much improved with inversions keeping the
smoke aloft away from the surface. The exception is the valleys with active fires like
the Bitterroot where unhealthy levels of smoke are being recorded this morning.
The stagnant conditions that have been producing the high levels of smoke in the
western valleys the past week will be moderating over the next couple of days as a
trough along the coast starts to work into the state. This will produce stronger winds
and better dispersion Saturday and Sunday and will bring in much fresher air by
Monday along with a good chance of wetting rains in some areas. Much stronger
winds ahead of this system will likely produce strong plume driven fire activity Red
Flag warnings have been posted for western Montana today and local impacts from
nearby fires will be an issue in many areas today. Smoke will mix down later this
morning across the state and intermittent heavy smoke impacts are likely under the
thickest parts of the plume of smoke aloft for a few hours. Overall transport winds
will be from the southwest switching to the west by Sunday. This leaves the
Bitterroot Valley, the Flathead Valley, Front Range area, and the Big Timber area
downwind of large fire activity today and tomorrow. Residents near active fires or
experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to
determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the

analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size
is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo taken at 7:30 PM last night shows the plumes of smoke from fires
in Oregon, Idaho, and Montana stretching out to the northeast due to an active
afternoon of burning.

http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 18, 2007
10:00 AM Saturday
DISCUSSION:
Hamilton is still at unhealthy, but Missoula has improved to unhealthy for sensitive
and Whitefish and Kalispell have improved dramatically to moderate at this time.
Smoke along the Front Range has Cut Bank and Choteau at unhealthy for sensitive
and Great Falls and Helena at moderate. The advisories in the table below
represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change substantially
through the day. Residents downwind of the active fires and experiencing impacts
from residual smoke will need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and
use the visibility guidelines to determine current conditions. Local impacts in areas
immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some or all of the
advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility to guide activity
decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Updated 10 AM August 18, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Hamilton T24
Missoula T8
Cut Bank Vis(8)
Choteau T24
Kalispell T8
Whitefish T8
Helena T8
Great Falls Vis(6)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 19, 2007
10:00 AM Sunday
FORECAST:
A strong push of air from the southwest ahead of an approaching trough has lifted
the smoke out of southwestern Montana this morning. Smoke remains trapped in
the Bitterroot Valley and conditions are unhealthy there at this time. The smoke had
lifted for a time in many parts of western Montana late last night but has started to
impact The Flathead, Jocko, and Missoula Valleys again with unhealthy for sensitive
levels currently impacting many areas. Smoke has also reached the surface across
the Front Range and the plains as far east as Lewistown.
We will see one more smoky day today ahead of a strong cold front that will sweep
into northwestern Montana later this afternoon and will push through the state by
Monday evening. This frontal passage will provide strong southwest winds at first
changing to the west and finally the northwest. Red Flag warnings have been
posted in most areas for strong winds and low relative humidities ahead of the front.
Smoke production rates will be very high through this period and strong direct plume
impacts will occur downwind of the active fires. As the cooler air mass moves into
the state, the residual smoke that has been hanging around for so long will finally
move out of the state leaving only the current day’s smoke to deal with. There will
be some rain with this system along with much cooler temperatures and higher
relative humidity. Many of the fires in Idaho and Montana should see a couple of
days of much lower fire activity starting tomorrow. This should allow a breath of
fresh air in many areas that have been trapped in a long cycle of smoky days and
nights. We still have to get by today however, and there is still plenty of smoke
around. Smoke will be mixing down trough the morning and early afternoon for
noticeable surface impacts in many locations. Residents near active fires or
experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to
determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size
is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo taken at 6:30 PM last night shows the plumes of smoke from fires
in Idaho, and Montana stretching out to the northeast due to an active afternoon of
burning.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 19, 2007
10:00 AM Sunday
DISCUSSION:
West of the divide, Hamilton is at unhealthy this morning and Whitefish, Kalispell,
and Missoula are at unhealthy for sensitive. Smoke along the Front Range and
across the plains has Cut Bank and Choteau at unhealthy for sensitive and
Lewistown and Helena at MODERATE. The advisories in the table below represent
conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change substantially through the
day. Residents downwind of the active fires and experiencing impacts from residual

smoke will need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility
guidelines to determine current conditions. Local impacts in areas immediately
adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some or all of the advisory levels.
DEQ recommends the use of local visibility to guide activity decisions as the
situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Updated 10 AM August 19, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

MODERATE

Hamilton T24
Kalispell Vis(2)
Whitefish Vis(2)
Missoula T8
Cut Bank Vis(8)
Choteau T24
Helena Vis(2)
Lewistown Vis(4)

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 20, 2007
10:00 AM Monday
FORECAST:
The cold front passing through the state last night and this morning turned into a
smoke front for many areas of the state. The mass of smoke being pushed along by
high winds is several hundred miles wide and stretches north to south from Canada
to Wyoming. The smoke front went through Butte, Helena, Bozeman, and Great
Falls last night suddenly dropping visibilities down under two miles and lasting for 5
to 6 hours producing very unhealthy to unhealthy smoke levels as it passed. The
smoke has moved into eastern Montana this morning reaching Glasgow at 6 am and
Miles City at 7 am. Smoke levels there are at unhealthy right now and will likely
persist in that range for a few more hours. Smoke conditions in western Montana
behind the front are almost uniformly good right now as all of the residual smoke has
been flushed out of the valleys where it had been trapped so long. Moderate levels
of smoke have started reaching Dillon however as a strong westerly wind has
pushed fresh smoke from Idaho into the southwestern corner of the state.
There will be considerable relief from the smoke for at least the next day or so as a
northwest flow aloft becomes established and more showers reduce fire activity
levels in many areas. This does not seem to be the “season ending event” we have
been waiting for and warmer temperatures and dry conditions will return mid-week.
Local smoke impacts from nearby plumes will still be an issue with brisk winds
keeping some fires active. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable
smoke levels should use the visibility guidelines to determine smoke levels in their
area and guide their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Billings is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size
is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 20, 2007
10:00 AM Monday
DISCUSSION:
Western Montana is much improved this morning with good conditions replacing the
smoky tale of the past few weeks. Local impacts near the active fires are still an
issue and moderate levels have re-established themselves in the Dillon area as west
winds are pushing fresh smoke from the fires in Idaho into southwestern Montana.
In eastern Montana, Glasgow and Miles City are at unhealthy right now and
Glendive, Wolf Point, and Sidney have just started to see the front edge of the
smoke plume. This smoke should be pretty much out of the state by early afternoon.
The advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM
and may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active
fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close attention
to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine current
conditions. Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected
to exceed some or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local
visibility to guide activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Updated 10 AM August 20, 2007
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

Glasgow Vis(3)
Miles City Vis(3)
Wolf Point Vis(2)

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

Dillon Vis(3)
Glendive Vis(2)
Sidney Vs(2)

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 21, 2007
10:00 AM Tuesday
FORECAST:
There are no reports of unhealthy levels of smoke this morning. Fresh air has
replaced the stagnant smoky air mass that had been lingering over the state for so
long. Some moderate smoke is reported in the Butte area and there are likely a few
local smoke impacts immediately adjacent to the active fires but overall, clear blue
sky is the rule across the state today.
Another day of good air is on tap this morning across the state. Fire activity levels
are much lower and the amount of smoke being transported in Montana from Idaho
is much less than the past couple of weeks. Westerly winds will bring some smoke
overhead later in the day but no buildup of smoke is expected before tomorrow at
least. Warmer, dryer weather starting Wednesday could start causing a problem
again in that time period. Local smoke impacts from nearby plumes will still be an
issue with brisk winds keeping some fires active. Residents near active fires or
experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to
determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Billings is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size
is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 21, 2007
10:00 AM Tuesday
DISCUSSION:
All reporting stations are at good this morning with the exception of Butte which has
been seeing some moderate levels of haze this morning from the fires to the west.
The advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM
and may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active
fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close attention
to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine current
conditions. Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected
to exceed some or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local
visibility to guide activity decisions as the situation changes.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
10 AM Update August 21, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between
midnight and 8 AM and may change substantially through the day.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE
Butte T8
T1(x)
One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
T8(x)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
T24
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Vis(x)
Visibility value(number of hours)
Vis(am/pm) Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
(est)
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
to evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 22, 2007
10:00 AM Wednsday
FORECAST:
The Big Sky is blue today with no reports of unhealthy levels of smoke this morning.
Fire activity levels across the Idaho/Montana area have been much reduced for the
past two days and dispersion and transport have been very favorable. Smoke levels
are starting to creep up in the northern Flathead and Missoula areas where
conditions are into the moderate range.
With the exception of possible local direct impacts from nearby fires, no significant
smoke problems are expected across the state today. West and northwest transport
winds will stay steady today and there should be no big build up of residual smoke
like last week. A ridge is starting to build into the area and warmer, dryer air and
lower dispersion rates will start to raise the smoke impacts over the next several
days. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should
use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide
their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size
is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 22, 2007
10:00 AM Wednesday
DISCUSSION:
All reporting stations are at good this morning with the exception of Whitefish,
Kalispell, and Missoula where conditions have moved up into moderate. The
advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and
may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active fires
and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close attention to
conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine current
conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

Updated 10 AM August 22, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

WhitefishT24
Kalispell T24
Missoula Vis(2)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 23, 2007
10:00 AM Thursday
FORECAST:
Smoke levels are starting to rise today as smoke from yesterday’s fire activity works
its way across the state. The northern Flathead is seeing some unhealthy for
sensitive levels. Other areas are seeing some transient impacts from the passing
smoke as well.
The flow aloft is from the northwest in the northern part of the state and from the
west across the central and southern parts. That will bring smoke into the northern
Flathead from the Brush Creek fire. More smoke from Idaho will push into central
and southwest Montana today and haze levels will start to creep up in the Missoula,
Hamilton, and Butte areas. Dispersion this afternoon will be pretty good with little
stagnation and smoke build up should not be a major problem. Expect the general
haze level to continue to rise over the next several days. Direct plume impact from
local fires could be a problem this afternoon and evening. Residents near active
fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity
decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 23, 2007
10:00 AM Thursday
DISCUSSION:
Smoke is sloshing around in the Kalispell, Missoula, and Butte areas. Kalispell is at
unhealthy for sensitive, and Whitefish, Missoula, and Butte are at moderate. All the
rest of the reporting stations are at good this morning. The advisories in the table
below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active fires and
experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close attention to
conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine current
conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

Updated 10 AM August 23, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Kalispell T1

MODERATE

WhitefishT1
Missoula T8
Butte T8

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 24, 2007
10:00 AM Friday
FORECAST:
There is a layer of smoke aloft hanging over western Montana but the surface
concentrations are no worse than moderate. The rest of the state is seeing blue sky
again this morning.
Temperatures will rise over the next couple of days as a ridge builds into Montana.
Strong gusty winds are expected to increase smoke production and produce some
direct plume impacts locally but the dispersion will remain excellent today and no
widespread stagnation episodes are expected. Overall transport winds will be from
the west-northwest today and this will bring smoke into the southern Bitterroot, Butte
and Dillon areas later this afternoon. Expect the general haze level to continue to
rise over the next two days. Direct plume impacts from local fires could be a
problem this afternoon and evening. Residents near active fires or experiencing
noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine
smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size
is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 24, 2007
10:00 AM Friday
DISCUSSION:
Smoke can be seen in the Seeley Lake area on this morning’s satellite photo. The
smoke from recent fire activity is mostly aloft but moderate smoke levels are
currently impacting Whitefish, Kalispell, Missoula, and Hamilton. Conditions there
are expected to get worse for few hours this morning before improving this
afternoon. All the rest of the reporting stations are at good this morning. The
advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and
may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active fires
and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close attention to
conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine current
conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Updated 10 AM August 24, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

WhitefishT24
Kalispell T24
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 25, 2007
10:00 AM Saturday
FORECAST:
There is a layer of smoke aloft over western Montana and some trapped smoke in
the Bitterroot and Seeley/Swan valleys but the surface concentrations at the
reporting stations are no worse than moderate. The rest of the state is starting to
see broad areas of hazy sky this morning.
Red Flag warnings for hot, dry, and windy conditions are forecast through the day
today. These conditions are expected to significantly increase the fire activity levels
and to increase smoke levels in the western part of the state and in all communities
downwind of the active fires. Transport winds from the west northwest will push
smoke from Idaho into the Bitterroot valley and the southwestern corner of Montana.
Locally, smoke is expected in the Flathead Valley, the Missoula area, and the Seeley
Lake area. The general haze level will continue to rise over the next two days.
Direct plume impacts from local fires could be a problem this afternoon and evening.
Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the
VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size
is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 25, 2007
10:00 AM Saturday
DISCUSSION:
Smoke can be seen in the Bitterroot Valley, the Seeley Lake area, and the Wisdom
area on this morning’s satellite photo. The smoke from recent fire activity is mostly
aloft but MODERATE smoke levels are currently impacting Whitefish, Missoula, and
Hamilton. All the rest of the reporting stations are at GOOD this morning. Conditions
in Western Montana are expected to get worse for few hours this morning and then
improve for a while this afternoon before new smoke is starts to move back into the
area. The advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8
AM and may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the
active fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close
attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine
current conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFU
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Updated 10 AM August 25, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

WhitefishT8
Missoula T8
Hamilton T8

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 26, 2007
10:00 AM Sunday
FORECAST:
The big plume of smoke that resulted from yesterday’s Red Flag conditions and
rolled into many communities in Southwestern Montana for a few hours yesterday
evening has moved out across south central and eastern Montana and is clearly
evident in this morning’s satellite photo. Some moderate levels of smoke have
remained in the valleys of western Montana.
More Red Flag warnings for hot, dry, and windy conditions are forecast across most
of the active fires again today. These conditions are expected produce more of the
intense plumes of smoke seen yesterday this afternoon and evening. Transport
winds will be westerly most of today and start changing to northwesterly late tonight
behind a weak cold front that will start moving into the state this afternoon. Smoke
impacts in the Bitterroot Valley and southwestern Montana will be a problem today
with those wind vectors. Locally, smoke is expected in the Flathead Valley, the
Missoula area, the Rock Creek and Flint Creek areas and the Seeley Lake area.
The general haze level will continue to rise today and some temporary surface
impacts from the plume aloft are likely across eastern Montana. Direct plume
impacts from local fires could be a problem this afternoon and evening. Residents
near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity
decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size
is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo taken at 7:30 PM last night shows the origin of the plume across
central Montana seen on this morning’s photo.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 26, 2007
10:00 AM Sunday
DISCUSSION:
Most of the smoke from yesterday’s Red Flag event has stayed aloft and is moving
across southcentral and eastern Montana. Some of that smoke will mix down to the
surface later this morning. In southwestern Montana, Dillon was at unhealthy for

sensitive until about 6am this morning. Conditions there have improved temporarily
to MODERATE but they will be downwind of a lot of smoke all day so the
improvement is not likely to last. Moderate smoke levels are hanging around most of
western Montana. Smoke draining downslope from local fires in the Bitterroot
reached Hamilton at 6 AM. The south end of the Bitterroot is likely to stay smoky
until this afternoon. All the rest of the reporting stations are at good this morning.
The advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM
and may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active
fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close attention
to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine current
conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Updated 10 AM August 26, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Dillon Vis(6)

MODERATE

WhitefishT8
Kalispell T8
Missoula T24
Hamilton T1
Butte T8
Dillon Vis(2)

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 27, 2007
10:00 AM Monday
FORECAST:
The fires in Idaho and Montana were active yesterday but most of the smoke is
staying aloft right now and is headed steadily east. Moderate conditions are still
present in some western Montana communities from local fires but only the
southwestern corner of the state is receiving new smoke this morning. Many of the
fires in the Krassel complex west of Salmon, Idaho remained active through the night
and smoke from those fires is just overhead in the Wisdom, Butte, Bozeman, and
Dillon areas.
The flow aloft is from the west today as a shallow, cool air mass from Canada has
pushed into the northern half of the state producing northerly surface winds east of
the divide. We will be transitioning into a weak ridge for the next day and stagnant
conditions are not expected. Later this morning, the smoke aloft will start to mix
down to the surface and smoke will be noticeable under the thicker parts of the
plume of smoke aloft. Hazy skies will be evident across the southern half of the
state. Direct plume impacts from local fires could be a problem this afternoon and
evening. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should
use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide
their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size
is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

This satellite photo taken at 6:00 PM last night shows the smoke plumes from the
fires in Idaho moving across into southwestern Montana.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 27, 2007
10:00 AM Monday
DISCUSSION:
The smoke from recent fire activity is mostly aloft but moderate smoke levels are
currently impacting Whitefish, Kalispell, and Missoula. There is a lot of smoke in the
southwest corner of the state as some of the fires continued to be active throughout
the night and still have plumes visible downwind this morning. Surface conditions
are OK now but are expected to get worse occasionally later this morning and in the
afternoon. The advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight
and 8 AM and may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of
the active fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close
attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine
current conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

Updated 10 AM August 27, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

WhitefishT24
Kalispell T24
Missoula T24

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 28, 2007
10:00 AM Tuesday
FORECAST:
Fire activity was light in most area yesterday and there are no widespread areas of
smoke. Smoke is visible in the southern Bitterroot, Rock Creek and Big Hole valleys
this morning. Moderate conditions are still present in some western Montana
communities from local fires. The fires in the Krassel complex west of Salmon, Idaho
were active yesterday through the evening and smoke from those fires is just
overhead in the Wisdom, Butte, Bozeman, and Dillon areas.
The flow aloft is from the west today and will start shifting to the southwest by
tomorrow as a ridge builds into the northern Rockies. This will start shifting the
Idaho smoke into the Missoula and Helena areas and should clear Dillon out by
tomorrow. Later this morning, the smoke aloft will start to mix down to the surface
and smoke will be noticeable under the thicker parts of the plume of smoke aloft.
Hazy skies will be evident across the west and southwestern parts of the state.
Direct plume impacts from local fires could be a problem this afternoon and evening.
Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the
VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

This MDT web cam photo from Big Hole Pass in southwest Montana at 9 am this
morning shows the residual smoke from the fires in Idaho.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 28, 2007
10:00 AM Tuesday
DISCUSSION:
The smoke from recent fire activity is mostly aloft but moderate smoke levels are
currently impacting Whitefish, Kalispell, Missoula, and Butte. There is a lot of smoke
in the southwest corner of the state as some of the fires west of there in Idaho
continued to be active through most of the night. Surface conditions are OK now but
are expected to get worse occasionally later this morning and in the afternoon. The
advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and
may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active fires
and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close attention to
conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine current
conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Updated 10 AM August 28, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

WhitefishT24
Kalispell T24
Missoula T24
Butte T8

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 29, 2007
10:00 AM Wednesday
FORECAST:
Fire activity was light in most areas yesterday but very strong nocturnal inversions in
the valleys of western Montana are producing unhealthy or moderate conditions in
most areas west of the divide this morning. A smoke plume aloft stretching across
the southern third of the state is causing hazy skies there.
Smoke conditions in some of the valleys of western Montana could stay bad all day
with the smoke and low sun angle preventing enough surface heating to mix the
morning inversions out. The southern Bitterroot, the Rock Creek/ Flint Creek area,
the Butte area, and the Big Hole valley in particular may see no relief today.
Warmer, southwest flow later tomorrow ahead of a trough headed this way late in
the week may mix these areas out by tomorrow afternoon. Smoke aloft will mix
down across the southern part of the state and hazy skies will be very noticeable
there. Hotter and dryer conditions over the next couple of days will produce more
smoke from the local fires and direct plume impacts from local fires could be a
problem this afternoon and evening. Residents near active fires or experiencing
noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine
smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 29, 2007
10:00 AM Wednesday
DISCUSSION:
Clear skies under a strong ridge have produced very intense valley inversions in
many areas of western Montana. Smoke trapped under the inversions has built up
to unhealthy for sensitive levels in Kalispell and Butte. Whitefish, Missoula,
Hamilton, and Bozeman are at moderate right now and could get worse. The
Bitterroot Valley, the Big Hole Valley, the Rock Creek and Flint Creek Valleys, and
the Butte area are all packed with smoke visible on this morning’s satellite photo.
The smoke is aloft over southern plains east of the divide but will mix down later this
morning. The advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight
and 8 AM and may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of
the active fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close
attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine
current conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Updated 10 AM August 29, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially throughout the day.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Kalispell T24
Butte T24

MODERATE

WhitefishT24
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 30, 2007
10:00 AM Thursday
FORECAST:
Fires in Idaho and western Montana were active into the evening last night and there is a very
noticeable smoke plume aloft visible on this morning’s satellite photo. Residual smoke trapped in
valleys with active fires has built up to unhealthy levels in the northern Flathead, the Missoula area,
the Bitterroot Valley and the area around Butte. Smoke is also visible in the Big Hole Valley, and
the Rock Creek/Flint Creek Valleys.
A push of clouds and warm air from the southwest ahead of a trough approaching western
Montana should allow most of the western valleys to mix out later today. Dispersion will be pretty
good with convective activity through this evening and tomorrow and a good chance of wetting
rains across the northwestern part of the state. Red Flag warnings for gusty winds and some dry
lightning storms have been posted in some areas and some large plumes moving to the northeast
are likely this afternoon. Record breaking heat is forecast over the next two days and this could
produce more smoke from the local fires. Direct plume impacts from local fires could be a problem
this afternoon and evening. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels
should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their
activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana
and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on
yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is exaggerated
for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

This satellite photo taken at 7:15 PM last night shows the smoke plumes from the fires in Idaho
and western Montana that combined into the plume aloft visible on this morning’s satellite photo.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to
MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 30, 2007
10:00 AM Thursday
DISCUSSION:
Clear skies under a strong ridge have produced very intense valley inversions in many areas of
western Montana. Smoke trapped under the inversions has built up to UNHEALTHY FOR
SENSITIVE levels in Whitefish, Kalispell, Missoula, and Hamilton. Butte is at UNHEALTHY.
Polson, Helena, Choteau, and Augusta are currently at MODERATE. Smoke levels in the valleys
near the active fires are expected to be UNHEALTHY or worse. The inversions are keeping the
smoke aloft over the central part of the state producing hazy skies. Some smoke will mix down
later this morning for some strong intermittent surface impacts under the thickest parts of the
plume aloft. The advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM
and may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active fires and
experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close attention to conditions in their
area and use the visibility guidelines to determine current conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at reporting
stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from
several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10
TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Updated 10 AM August 30, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change substantially
through the day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
Butte t24
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Whitefish T1
Kalispell T1
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24

MODERATE

Polson T24
Helena T8
Choteau T24
Augusta T24

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some or all of the
advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp to evaluate possible health risks and make
informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 31, 2007
10:00 AM Friday
FORECAST:
Daily dispersion rates are steadily decreasing as the sun angle lowers and the days shorten up
heading into fall. This has allowed a substantial build up of smoke in the valleys with active fires.
Very Unhealthy conditions are present in the Bitterroot, Missoula, Big Hole, Rock Creek/Flint
Creek, and Clark Fork Valleys. East of the divide along the Front Range and out into the western
plains the conditions are not as bad but still Unhealthy. A dense plume of smoke aloft is clearly
visible across the central part of the state this morning. There is even more smoke below the
clouds in western Montana.
A continuing push of clouds and warm air from the southwest ahead of a trough approaching
western Montana should improve the dispersion later this afternoon in most areas. Convective
activity along with some wetting rains in the northwest should improve conditions in the Flathead
substantially. Other areas should see an improvement as well but with some Red Flag warnings
for gusty winds and mostly dry thunderstorms in the southwest, smoke will continue to be a
problem throughout the day today. Direct plume impacts from local fires could be a problem this
afternoon and evening. Residents near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should
use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity
decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana
and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on
yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is exaggerated
for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

This satellite photo taken at 7:15 PM last night shows the smoke plumes from the fires in Idaho
and western Montana that combined into the plume aloft visible on this morning’s satellite photo.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to
MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
August 31, 2007
10:00 AM Friday
DISCUSSION:
Increased fire activity levels have combined with strong nocturnal inversions to produce VERY
UNHEALTHY levels of smoke in Missoula, Hamilton, and Butte. UNHEALTHY levels are currently
impacting Whitefish, Helena, Choteau, Augusta, and Great Falls. The smoke in the northern
Flathead is sloshing around and has missed Kalispell for the last several hours and they are
currently at MODERATE. Smoke conditions in the Rock Creek/Flint Creek valleys and the Big
Hole valley are expected to be UNHEALTHY or worse. Southwest flow will continue into the state
today and with Red Flag warnings out more smoke can be expected. Dispersion should improve
markedly later this afternoon along with convective activity and a good chance of measurable rain
in the northwestern part of the state and the northern Rockies. Smoke will mix down and be
noticeable at the surface under the plume aloft later this morning. The advisories in the table
below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change substantially through the
day. Residents downwind of the active fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will

need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine
current conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at reporting
stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from
several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10
TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

Updated 10 AM August 31, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change substantially
through the day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Whitefish T24
Helena T8
Choteau T24
Augusta T8
Great Falls Vis(8)

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Kalispell T1

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some or all of the
advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp to evaluate possible health risks and make
informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 1, 2007
10:00 AM Saturday
FORECAST:
Clear skies after some measurable rain yesterday has produced very strong inversions again today
and dense fog in many western valleys. Smoke has reached the surface in eastern Montana
producing unhealthy levels of smoke in some areas. Current air quality information is unavailable
in the AIRNOW cities due to technical difficulties with the server.
The general transport winds will be from the west today. This will clear the smoke out of eastern
Montana later this morning. Particle scavenging in the fog layer may help reduce the concentration
of smoke in the western Valleys. After the fog has burned off and the humidity gets below 90%,
residents there should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area
and guide their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below: Note the plume of smoke reaching out
to the east over Chouteau and Ft. Benton from the fires in the Bob Marshal Wilderness.

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana
and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on
yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is exaggerated
for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to
MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 1, 2007
10:00 AM Saturday
DISCUSSION:
A combination of fog and smoke is trapped in most western Montana Valley this morning.
Technical difficulties with AIRNOW server have prevented any updates since last evening for the
AIRNOW cities. There is still lots of smoke mixed in with the fog but substantial particle
scavenging should be occurring with the fog and smoke levels later this morning after the fog burns
outs may be much improved. Residents in western Montana should use the visibility guidelines to
determine current conditions after the fog is gone. In Eastern Montana the plume of smoke has
reached the surface in the Miles City and Baker area south of a frontal boundary. Conditions in
Miles City are at UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE but should improve by noon.

The advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may
change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active fires and experiencing
impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the
visibility guidelines to determine current conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at reporting
stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from
several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10
TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

Updated 10 AM September 1, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change substantially
through the day
NOTE: TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES THIS MORNING (see note above)
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY

Hamilton T24

UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Miles City vis(6)
Hamilton T24

MODERATE

Baker vis(1)

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some or all of the
advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp to evaluate possible health risks and make
informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 02, 2007
10:00 AM Sunday
FORECAST:
The smoke plume from yesterday’s fire activity is across the northern third of the state this morning
and hazy skies are noticeable there. Unhealthy levels of smoke have been trapped in the
Bitterroot valley this morning and conditions in the Big Hole and Rock Creek/Flint Creek valleys are
also expected to be poor. Continued technical difficulties with the AIRNOW server means no new
data in the AIRNOW cities has been posted since Friday evening.
Hot and dry weather will continue today for more smoke this evening. Conditions in the western
valleys should improve as the smoke mixes out this afternoon. Some smoke will be noticeable
temporarily at the surface under the plume aloft as the smoke mixes down later this morning.
Direct plume impacts from local fires could be a problem this afternoon and evening. Residents
near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES
to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana
and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on
yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is exaggerated
for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

This satellite photo taken at 7:30 PM last night shows the smoke plume moving into Montana from
the fires in Idaho.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to
MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/SmokeCategories.asp

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 02, 2007
10:00 AM Sunday
DISCUSSION:
Smoke production levels in Montana have reduced substantially but the fires in Idaho continue to
pump smoke into the state. A very strong inversion under the high pressure and clear skies has
trapped smoke in the Bitterroot valley. Hamilton is at UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE this morning.
Technical difficulties with the AIRNOW server continue and no new data has been posted since
Friday evening from that source. USFS monitors and airport visibility measurements are the only
source of remote information for this morning’s report. The advisories in the table below represent
conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change substantially through the day. Residents
downwind of the active fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close
attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine current conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at reporting
stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from
several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10
TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Updated 10 AM
September 02, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change substantially
through the day
NOTE: TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES THIS MORNING (see note above)
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Hamilton T1(USFS)

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some or all of the
advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines
http://www.deq.state.mt.us/FireUpdates/VisibilityRanges.asp to evaluate possible health risks and make
informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 03, 2007
10:00 AM Monday
FORECAST:
Smoke stretches across the sky this morning from southwest Montana over Lewistown
and up into Canada. Skies will be very hazy there this morning. Smoke trapped in
western Montana valleys by strong inversions has produced unhealthy levels of smoke in
the Bitterroot, Big Hole, and Rock Creek/ Flint Creek valleys. Continued technical
difficulties with the AIRNOW server means no new data in the AIRNOW cities has been
posted since Friday evening.
Red Flag warnings have been posted over the active fires in Montana and Idaho for today.
Large plume formation and significant fire growth are likely this afternoon. Transport winds
will continue from the west-southwest and the areas seeing smoke today will continue to
do so until at least tomorrow. Conditions in the western valleys should improve for a while
this afternoon as the mixing height rises. Some smoke will be noticeable temporarily at
the surface under the plume aloft as the smoke mixes down later this morning. Direct
plume impacts from local fires could be a problem this afternoon and evening. Residents
near active fires or experiencing noticeable smoke levels should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is illustrated below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in
Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke
is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are based on last nights
satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo taken at 7:16 PM last night shows the smoke plume moving into
Montana from the fires in Idaho.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 03, 2007
10:00 AM Monday
DISCUSSION:
There is a big plume of smoke aloft stretching across the state up into Canada from the
fires yesterday. This will leave the skies hazy over most of that area. Smoke is trapped in
the Bitterroot, Big Hole, and Rock Creek/Flint Creek valleys this morning and conditions
there are unhealthy this morning. Moderate levels of smoke are reported via NWS
visibility monitors in southwest Montana including Dillon and Butte. Technical difficulties
with the AIRNOW server continue and no new data has been posted since Friday evening
from that source. USFS monitors and airport visibility measurements are the only source
of remote information for this morning’s report. The advisories in the table below represent
conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change substantially through the day.
Residents downwind of the active fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will
need to pay close attention to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to
determine current conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above at
reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas
from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS,
CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS remote access
Nephelometers and BAMS.
Updated 10 AM
September 03, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day
NOTE: TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES THIS MORNING (see note above)
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

Hamilton T24(USFS)
Big Hole Valley(est)
Rock Creek/Flint Creek
Valleys(est)

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Butte Vis(3)
Dillon Vis(1)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some or all
of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to evaluate
possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 4, 2007
10:00 AM Tuesday
FORECAST:
Smoke is trapped in western Montana valley this morning and along the Front Range
producing unhealthy smoke levels in many areas. There is big plume of smoke aloft
over the eastern half of the state from yesterday’s fire activity.
South to southwest winds will be switching around to the northwest later today and
tonight ahead of a frontal passage. This should clear the current smoke out of most
areas later this evening. Red Flag warning have been posted again today and some
areas could see large plume development again this afternoon. Scattered
thunderstorms and showers could produce beneficial rains over some of the active
fires today and the dispersion should be pretty good in most areas allowing the
trapped smoke to mix out this afternoon. Residents noticing smoke from local fires or
residual smoke from fires upwind of their location should use the VISIBILITY
GUIDELINES to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity
decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below: Note the plume of
smoke covering the eastern half of the state and reaching up into Canada.

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This satellite photo taken last night at 7 Pm shows the dramatic plume of smoke
from the fires in Idaho and Montana that produce the plume over eastern Montana
on this morning’s satellite photo above.

This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 4, 2007
10:00 AM Tuesday
DISCUSSION:
There is big plume of smoke aloft across the eastern half of Montana this morning.
This will produce very hazy skies in that area today and there will be some smoke
mixing down to the surface there temporarily later today. The smoke left behind at
the surface is causing a lot of problems today. UNHEALTHY concentrations are
currently impacting Kalispell, Missoula, Hamilton, Butte, Choteau, and Great Falls.
White Fish is at UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE. The Southern Bitterroot is likely at
VERY UNHEALTHY this morning and Hamilton could easily reach that level before
noon today. The Big Hole and Rock Creek/Flint Creek valley are also likely at VERY
UNHEALTHY. Conditions along the Front Range and in Great Falls should improve
today. The northern Flathead and Missoula valleys will also likely improve.
The advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM
and may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active
fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close attention
to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine current
conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Updated 10 AM September 4, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Kalispell T1
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Choteau T24
Great Falls Vis(2)
Whitefish T8

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 5, 2007
10:00 AM Wednesday
FORECAST:
Smoke is trapped in western Montana valleys this morning under the cloud cover
producing unhealthy smoke levels in many areas.
Smoke will continue to rotate around the low pressure in southern Idaho bringing
smoke into western Montana. Dispersion will be pretty good this afternoon with
scattered showers and some convective activity. Cooler temperatures and higher
humidity should reduce the smoke production on the fires that did not receive rain
last night. This should allow the smoke levels in the western valleys to improve
through the day. Residents noticing smoke from local fires or residual smoke from
fires upwind of their location should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES to determine
smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below: Note the smoke visible
in between the cloud over central Idaho and the golden triangle area.

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

NO GRAPHIC AVAILABLE FROM NOAA TODAY
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 5, 2007
10:00 AM Wednesday
DISCUSSION:
There is still a lot of smoke hanging around this morning under the cloud cover.
Kalispell, Missoula Hamilton, and Butte are at UNHEALTHY, and Whitefish and
Helena are at UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE. Smoke conditions in the Big Hole
Valley and Flint Creek/Rock Creek valley are also probably UNHEALTHY. Slow
improvement is expected in most areas through the day.
The advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM
and may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active
fires and experiencing impacts from residual smoke will need to pay close attention
to conditions in their area and use the visibility guidelines to determine current
conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

Updated 10 AM September 5, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day.
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Missoula T24
Kalispell T24
Butte T24
Hamilton T24
Whitefish T1
Helena T24

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 6, 2007
10:00 AM Thursday
FORECAST:
Smoke levels are much improved today but there is still some smoke stuck in the
northern Flathead Valley.
A strong push of air from the northwest is pushing out the residual smoke in most
areas. The clear air aloft hasn’t made it’s way down to the surface yet in some
western valley but is expected to do so by this afternoon for much improved visibility
and fresher smelling air across the western half of the state. Smoke production was
minimal yesterday and should be light again today with good to excellent dispersion.
Residents noticing smoke from local fires should use the VISIBILITY GUIDELINES
to determine smoke levels in their area and guide their activity decisions.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.

To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
This morning’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 6, 2007
10:00 AM Thursday
DISCUSSION:
Conditions are generally much improved this morning as cooler wetter weather has
sharply reduced the fire activity and a push of air from the northwest is moving
smoke out of many areas. There is still some smoke sloshing around the northern
Flathead Valley and Kalispell is at UNHEALTHY FOR SENSITIVE right now.
MODERATE levels of smoke are still impacting areas around Whitefish, Missoula,
Hamilton, and Great Falls. Conditions are expected to steadily improve through the
day with lots of blue sky and much sweeter air.
The advisories in the table below represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM
and may change substantially through the day. Residents downwind of the active
fires noticing smoke impacts should use the visibility guidelines to determine current
conditions.
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports since midnight of the date above
at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Updated 10 AM September 6, 2007
These advisories represent conditions between midnight and 8 AM and may change
substantially through the day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Kalispell T8

MODERATE

Whitefish T8
Missoula T8
Hamilton T24
Great Falls Vis(1)

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Local impacts in areas immediately adjacent to active fires are expected to exceed some
or all of the advisory levels. DEQ recommends the use of local visibility guidelines to
evaluate possible health risks and make informed activity decisions.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 10, 2007
Daily Summary
Strong radiational inversions and continued smoke production from fires in the Flathead River drainages combined
to produce a lot of smoke impacts in the Flathead Valley.
More smoke pushed into the western part of the state through the day producing unhealthy levels of smoke in
several areas

A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana and the smoke
plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the
fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

No NOAA analysis today.
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Here is a MODIS satellite photo taken at 2:18 pm.

Today’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire
health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 10, 2007
Daily Summary
DISCUSSION:
The advisories in the table below represent conditions for the 24 hour period form midnight to midnight
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports for the date above at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from several different
sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility
monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Daily summary September 10, 2007
These advisories represent conditions from midnight to midnight for this day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Kalispell T24
Whitefish T24
Missoula T24
Butte T24
Helena T24

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 11, 2007
Daily Summary
Residual smoke from fires in Idaho blanketed the western and southwestern part of the state and morning
inversions and continued smoke production from fires in the Flathead River drainages combined to produce a lot of
smoke impacts in the Flathead Valley.
More smoke pushed into the western part of the state through the day producing unhealthy levels of smoke in
several areas

A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana and the smoke
plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the
fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Here is a MODIS satellite photo taken at 3:00 pm.

Today’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire
health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 11, 2007
Daily Summary
DISCUSSION:
The advisories in the table below represent conditions for the 24 hour period form midnight to midnight
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports for the date above at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from several different
sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility
monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Daily summary September 11, 2007
These advisories represent conditions from midnight to midnight for this day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

Kalispell T24
Whitefish T24
Missoula T24
Butte T24

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Dillon Vis

MODERATE

Bozeman Vis
Livingston Vis

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 12, 2007
Daily Summary
Smoke continued to pour into the state from Idaho and residual smoke from local fires trapped under inversions
produced very high levels of particulate in the Flathead Valley.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana and the smoke
plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the
fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Here is a MODIS satellite photo taken at 12:26pm.

This evening picture was taken at 6:00 PM
Today’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire
health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 12, 2007
Daily Summary
DISCUSSION:
The advisories in the table below represent conditions for the 24 hour period form midnight to midnight
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports for the date above at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from several different
sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility
monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

Daily summary September 12, 2007
These advisories represent conditions from midnight to midnight for this day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Butte T24
Kalispell T24
Whitefish T24
Missoula T24
Hamilton T1
Dillon Vis
Livingston Vis
Helena T24
Bozeman Vis

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 13, 2007
Daily Summary
Smoke continued to pour into the state from Idaho and residual smoke from local fires trapped under inversions
produced very high levels of particulate in the Flathead Valley.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana and the smoke
plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the
fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at
this scale.
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Here is a MODIS satellite photo taken at 2:48pm.

Today’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire
health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 13, 2007
Daily Summary
DISCUSSION:
The advisories in the table below represent conditions for the 24 hour period form midnight to midnight
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports for the date above at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from several different
sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility
monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

Daily summary September 13, 2007
These advisories represent conditions from midnight to midnight for this day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY

Helena T24

UNHEALTHY

Kalispell T24
Missoula T24

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Whitefish T24
Hamilton T1
Butte T24

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 14, 2007
Daily Summary
Very poor dispersion and almost no net transport winds kept smoke levels high in many communities.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana and the smoke
plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the
fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Here is a MODIS satellite photo taken at 1:53pm.

Today’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire
health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 14, 2007
Daily Summary
DISCUSSION:
The advisories in the table below represent conditions for the 24 hour period form midnight to midnight
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports for the date above at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from several different
sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility
monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Daily summary September 14, 2007
These advisories represent conditions from midnight to midnight for this day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Butte T24
Helena T24

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Missoula T24
Hamilton T24

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 15, 2007
Daily Summary
Smoke from Idaho and residual smoke from local fires trapped under inversions kept smoke concentrations at
Unhealthy levels in many communities.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana and the smoke
plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the
fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Here is a MODIS satellite photo taken at 2:36pm.

Today’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire
health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 15, 2007
Daily Summary
DISCUSSION:
The advisories in the table below represent conditions for the 24 hour period form midnight to midnight
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports for the date above at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from several different
sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility
monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

Daily summary September 15, 2007
These advisories represent conditions from midnight to midnight for this day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Helena T24

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS
MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Libby T24

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 16, 2007
Daily Summary
Smoke levels improved late in the day is some areas as convective activity improved dispersion rate but Unhealthy
smoke conditions were widespread.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana and the smoke
plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the
fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Here is a MODIS satellite photo taken at 3:19pm.

Today’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire
health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 16, 2007
Daily Summary
DISCUSSION:
The advisories in the table below represent conditions for the 24 hour period form midnight to midnight
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports for the date above at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from several different
sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility
monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

Daily summary September 16, 2007
These advisories represent conditions from midnight to midnight for this day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Whitefish T24
Kalispell T24
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Helena T24
Libby T24
Dillon Vis
Bozeman Vis
Great Falls Vis

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 17, 2007
Daily Summary
Smoke levels have started to improve in many areas as showers have started to move through the state.
Unhealthy levels were still a problem in a couple of locations.
A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active fires in Montana and the smoke
plumes combining and spreading downwind (the analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the
fire detects are based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite.
Fire size is exaggerated for visibility at this scale
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php

Here is a MODIS satellite photo taken at 3:19pm.

Today’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire
health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 17, 2007
Daily Summary
DISCUSSION:
The advisories in the table below represent conditions for the 24 hour period form midnight to midnight
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports for the date above at reporting stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban areas from several different
sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5 BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility
monitors, and USFS remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.
Daily summary September 17, 2007
These advisories represent conditions from midnight to midnight for this day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY

UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Kalispell T24
Dillon Vis
Whitefish T24
Missoula T24
Hamilton T24
Butte T24
Helena T24

MODERATE

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

Bozeman Vis

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 18, 2007
Daily Summary
Smoke levels improved dramatically as rain showers reduced fire activity levels and
dispersion improved as well.

A morning satellite photo centered on Great Falls is below:

This morning’s analysis from NOAA’s satellite services division shows the active
fires in Montana and the smoke plumes combining and spreading downwind (the
analyzed smoke is based on yesterday’s satellite coverage, the fire detects are
based on last nights satellite coverage).

Red indicates hot spot detected. Grey represents smoke seen by satellite. Fire size
is exaggerated for visibility at this scale.
To identify individual fires on graphic above go here:
http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us/lg_fire2.php
Today’s smoke report is below, comparing particulate levels where we have
information to MDEQ’s Forest Fire health advisory levels.

Montana DEQ Forest Fire Smoke Advisory
September 18, 2007
Daily Summary
DISCUSSION:
The advisories in the table below represent conditions for the 24 hour period form
midnight to midnight
John Coefield
Meteorologist
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Locations and severity of forest fire smoke reports for the date above at reporting
stations.
Real time particulate information is currently available in most of the larger urban
areas from several different sources including: DEQ run PM-10 BAMS and PM2.5
BAMS, CS&KT run PM-10 TEOMS, NWS ASOS visibility monitors, and USFS
remote access Nephelometers and BAMS.

Daily summary September 18, 2007
These advisories represent conditions from midnight to midnight for this day
HAZARDOUS
VERY UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
UNHEALTHY
FOR SENSITIVE GROUPS

Kalispell T24
Butte T24
Helena T24

MODERATE

Whitefish T24
Hamilton T24

T1(x)
T8(x)
T24
Vis(x)
Vis(am/pm)
(est)

One-hour TEOM or BAM value (number of values)
Eight-hour average TEOM or BAM value(number of values)
24 hour average TEOM or BAM value
Visibility value(number of hours)
Visibility value from twice/day reporting stations
estimate

